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Abstract 
The question of extending semantic models for a programming language without recursion to 
a larger language supporting recursion is of fundamental importance if one wants to develop 
a modular approach to building models. In our previous work [14] we showed how to extend 
models for a language without recursion to models for a language in which unnested recursion 
was supported via simultaneous ystems of recursive equations. In that setting, we proved that 
modest assumptions about the models enabled us to lit? adequacy and full abstraction for the 
models of the base language to analogous results for the models of the extended language. 
In this paper, we tackle similar problems for languages with explicit recursion operators. 
Starting with a base language L, we define what it means for an ordered denotational model for 
L to be order adequate and strongly order fully abstract with respect o an ordered operational 
model for L. By freely adding identifiers x E X and recursion operators p for each x E X, we 
obtain an extended language L(X), in which we single out the sublanguage L, of closed terms. 
We then give general conditions which ensure that an ordered operational model 0 : L -+ 0 and 
a related order adequate and strongly order fully abstract denotational model 52 : L + D can be 
extended to an ordered operational model 0, : L, + 0 and a related ordered denotational model 
SC : L, + D which also is order adequate and strongly order fully abstract. 
1. Introduction 
Programming languages are most often presented using a BNF-like set of production 
rules, i.e., they are most often treated as grammars. From a mathematical viewpoint, this 
abstract syntax can be regarded as the signature of an initial universal algebra which 
is the language. This has the added virtue of allowing a well-developed collection of 
mathematical results to be applied to the language. If the language also is meant to 
satisfy certain laws - e.g., that some operations are associative and/or commutative 
- then this amounts to assuming that the algebra is an initial algebra with the given 
signature in the category of algebras satisfying these laws. Equivalently, we could 
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consider the language L to be a quotient of the initial anemic algebra (i.e., an algebra 
satisfying no equational laws, [ 18]), modulo the laws we wish to impose. 
If L is the language under study, then by an operational model for L we simply 
mean a mapping 0 : L + 0 to some space 0 of observations which can be made of 
programs in L. In our development, we are not concerned with where this space 0 
comes from or how the mapping 0 is defined. A denotational model of L is any algebra 
D with the same signature as L together with an algebra homomorphism 9 : L + D. 
A context is a one-variable polynomial over the algebra L, and the algebra of contexts 
over L is denoted L[*]. If 0 is an operational model and 9 is a denotational model 
for L, then the denotational model .9 is adequate and fully abstract with respect o 0 
if, for all p,q E L, the following conditions are equivalent: 
(i) g(p) = g(q). 
(ii) O(C[p]) = Lo(C[q]) for all contexts C E L[*]. 
Viewing languages as algebras naturally leads to the view that the language is built 
up from basic constituents uch as the constants which are incorporated in the lan- 
guage, the operators of the language, the identifiers and the recursive terms which the 
language supports, etc. So, it is natural to seek a modular approach to building models 
to support hese various constituents. In particular, given a programming language L
without identifiers together with an operational model for L and a related denotational 
model which is adequate and fully abstract with respect o the given operational model, 
we are interested in establishing conditions that allow us to extend the models for L 
to models for an extended language L’ which includes identifiers and some form of 
recursion so that the relationship of adequacy and full abstraction is preserved. 
If X is an infinite set of identifiers, then one approach is to extend the language 
L to a language L[X] by adding only identifiers to L, with the understanding that the 
meaning of an identifier is to be extracted from a system of recursive equations. In 
[14], it is shown that adequacy and full abstraction for the models of L can be lifted 
to models for L[X] under fairly mild assumptions, namely, that 
(i) the denotational model for L is an algebraic po endowed with Scott continuous 
interpretations of the operations, and 
(ii) the operational model for L is a Hausdorff space in which the behavior of a 
recursive term is the limit of its finite truncations. 
All of this worked out fairly nicely as an exercise in universal algebra and category 
theory, and the range of languages to which the results in [14] apply is reasonably 
broad (cf., in particular, [2]). 
An equally popular approach to adding recursion to a language is via recursion 
operators. In this approach, one simultaneously adds the identifiers x E X (thus incor- 
porating the algebra L[X]) and unary recursion operators px for each x E X to form 
the algebra L(X). The focus then becomes the semantics of the subset L, of L(X) 
of closed terms, i.e., those terms in which all occurrences of identifiers are bound. 
The reason for this restriction is that the operational meanings of terms that are not 
closed are less clear. In this paper we explore conditions on the models for L that are 
sufficient o lift adequacy and full abstraction for them to models for L,. 
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A delicate point is whether we should restrict L, further to a smaller language of what 
might be called guarded closed terms, in which only guarded recursions (cf. [4]) are 
permitted. We do not impose such a restriction for the following reasons. In the general 
algebraic setting, there is no clear definition of “guarded”. 2 Usually, guardedness i
introduced to facilitate the definition of a structural operational semantics by eliminating 
problematic terms from consideration. But, the main results of this paper assume the 
operational model is a cpo, and this enables us to assign a reasonable operational 
meaning to every closed term of the extended language, based on the operational 
semantics of the base language. This eliminates the need for any further restrictions on 
L. 
Since programming languages have algebraic structure, the desire for a compositional 
semantics leads us to investigate models that preserve that algebraic structure. More- 
over, one way to understand recursion is to assume that the programming language has 
an undefined program that can be used to define unwindings of recursive terms. Since 
it is algebraically simple to add an “undefined program” to any language, if it is not 
there already, this leads us to assume that there is a constant in the signature for L 
corresponding to the undefined program. It follows that any such algebra automatically 
comes with a pre-order that we call the minimum monotone pre-order. And, since L is 
pre-ordered, it is natural to assume that both 0 and D are posets, that 0 : L -+ 0 and 
9 : L + D are monotone, and that the operations on the algebra D are monotone. This 
is what we mean by an ordered operational model and an ordered denotational model 
for L. It is easy to show that any homomorphism of L into an ordered algebra preserves 
the minimum monotone pre-order. However, monotonicity of the mapping 0 : L + 0 
is a requirement that must be added to the definition of an ordered operational model. 
This monotonic&y is the essential ingredient hat distinguishes an ordered operational 
model from an arbitrary function into an ordered space. 
Given an ordered operational model 0 and an ordered denotational model 9 for L, 
it is natural to seek some relationship between 9 and 0 that involves the orders on 
each of D and 0. We therefore formulate a strengthened version of adequacy and full 
abstraction appropriate to ordered models. We say that an ordered denotational model 
9 is order adequate and order fully abstract with respect o an ordered operational 
model 0 if, for all p,q E L, the following conditions are equivalent: 
(i) %)69(q). 
(ii) O(C[p])<ocO(C[q]), for all contexts C E L[*]. 
Thus, our goal is to give conditions that enable us to extend ordered models 0 : L + 0 
and 9 : L + D of L to ordered models 0, : L, --+ 0 and Z2c : L, -t D so that order 
adequacy and order full abstraction for the models of L imply the same properties for 
the models of L,. 
2 One of the referees for this paper pointed out the fairly general definition of guardedness for algebras with 
a “separating family of congruences” from [19]. However, we do not see how to incorporate this definition 
into our setting to obtain stronger or more interesting results. 
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If D is a cpo and the operations on D are Scott continuous, then we can construct 
9= from 9. And, if 0 is a cpo, then we can construct 0, from 0, as follows. For 
each closed term q E L,, the undefined program allows us to define a sequence of 
syntactic unwindings no(q), 711(q), nz(q), . . ., which are elements of the base language L 
(cf. Proposition 2.18). These syntactic unwindings allow us to define 0, : L, -+ 0 by 
Lo,(p) = u{O(rc&~)) 1 n E N} (cf. Proposition 5.2). These unwindings also are used 
to state two more key conditions on ordered models that intuitively amount to assuming 
that the base language L consists only of terminating programs: 
(i) For all p E L and q E L,, 9(p)GDU{9(z,(q))ln E N} implies there exists 
some m E N such that 9(p) <@(n,(q)). 
(ii) For all p E L and q E L,, a(p U{O(xn,(q))ln E N} implies there exists 
some m E N such that B(p)d&nn,(q)). 
Note that condition (i) holds if 9(L) C K(D), and condition (ii) holds if O(L) G K(O), 
where K(D) and K(0) are the sets of compact elements of the respective cpo’s. Since 
these clearly are finiteness conditions, so we call condition (i) the denotational jinite- 
ness condition and condition (ii) the operational jiniteness condition. 
Unfortunately, the requirements listed so far are not quite strong enough to yield the 
results we want. To be sure, the listed conditions are enough to prove that the order 
adequacy of 9 with respect to 0 implies the order adequacy of 9c with respect to Co=. 
But, even if the finiteness conditions hold, the question of whether 9c is order fully 
abstract with respect to COcwhen the same relationship holds between 9 and 0 is a 
problem. Neither can we prove this result, nor do we have a counterexample. So, in 
addition to the hypotheses listed above, we need the assumption that 9 is a strongly 
order fulIy abstract denotational model for 0. If 5~ denotes the minimum monotone 
pre-order on L, this notion can be stated as, 
a $9 is strongly order fully abstract with respect to 0 if, given p, q E L with 9(p) 6 D 
9(q), there is a context C E L[*] such that, whenever q 5~ q’, then cO(C[p]) $0 
@(W’l). 
Our results show that conditions (i) and (ii) above ensure that if 9 is order adequate 
and strongly order fully abstract with respect to 8, then the denotational model 9c : 
L, + D we construct is order adequate and strongly order fully abstract with respect 
to the operational model 0, : L, + 0 that we also construct (cf. Theorems 6.1, 6.3 
and 7.6). We do not know of examples that show that the finiteness conditions for the 
base language are necessary in order to lift the adequacy and full abstraction results 
to an extended language supporting recursion. 
In the process of presenting our results, we include an example simple language 
without identifiers or recursion. The purpose is to demonstrate how the results can be 
applied to build an operational model and related strongly order fully abstract denota- 
tional model for the closed terms of the simple language extended to include identifiers 
and recursion operators. Our results also can be applied to show how identifiers and 
recursion operators can be added to the language studied in [13, 121. All the proofs 
apply to denotational models that are algebraic bounded complete sup-semilattices, 
so the results also apply to the language studied in [16]. Finally, the techniques we 
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develop rely to some extent on ideas put forth in [8] (see, for example, the definition 
of the mappings {n, 1 n E N} preceding Proposition 2.15), and in fact they provide an 
alternative method for obtaining full abstraction results for the language with recursion 
studied in [8]. This is discussed in more detail in Section 7. 
There are some negative results in the literature related to the problem we are 
studying. The question of a “fair” semantics for countable nondeterminism was studied 
in [l], where it was shown that a fully abstract model supporting recursion was not 
attainable with respect to the given fair operational semantics for the language being 
studied. These results do not contradict ours. Instead, they show that any attempt to 
validate the assumptions that make our results go through are doomed to fail when 
considering fair semantics for countable nondeterminism. Issues related to our approach 
also are addressed in [5]. 
The organization of the paper is as follows. In the next section we describe the 
general setting in which we derive our results, and we also present several results 
about universal algebras and ordered algebras. Then, in Section 3 we derive some 
results which relate more closely to semantics, and we state precisely the assumptions 
we require on the operational and denotational models of the base language L with 
which we begin. We also present the definitions of order adequacy and (strong) order 
full abstraction. These definitions generalize the notions of adequacy and full abstraction 
which generally are used, and they seem most appropriate for the setting in which we 
find ourselves. In Section 4 we derive the denotational model for the language L,, 
and in Section 5 we derive the operational model for L,. Then, in Section 6 we 
give conditions ensuring the denotational model for L, derived in Section 4 is order 
adequate and strongly order fully abstract for the operational model given in Section 5. 
Finally, in the Section 7, we extend the results of Section 6 to languages with recursion 
that satisfy a set of equations, thereby greatly expanding the applicability of the work 
here. 
Finally, we want to thank the referees for very careful reading of the first version of 
this paper, and for their suggestions which have improved the presentation considerably. 
2. Languages and ordered algebras 
We already have pointed out that there are certain advantages to presenting program- 
ming languages as algebras, both for reasons of elegance and to take advantage of the 
well-developed concepts of universal algebra in technical arguments. For simplicity, 
we assume we are given a basic language L which is presented as an Q-algebra for 
a one-sorted (as opposed to a many-sorted) signature Sz. There is no need to make 
any assumption about exactly what operators are in 0, except that it contains at least 
one constant b, to provide a way of referring to the undefined program (denoted by 
bL E L). In particular, we do not assume that L is an initial or free anemic Q-algebra, 
so L could be an Q-algebra satisfying some set of equations. In fact, the example 
language we introduce below is of this type. 
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Example 2.1. We now begin the presentation of a simple language that will serve to 
illustrate the application of our results. The language S we have in mind could be 
described as having the following set of informal BNF-like production rules: 
p::=bs I& I ES I a I p;q I p+q. 
The term bs denotes the undejined program in our language. The constant 6~ denotes 
a program which is deadlocked and of which no observable behavior is possible; this 
program sometimes is referred to as immediate abnormal termination. On the other 
hand, the constant ES denotes immediate normal termination. The constants a, where a 
ranges over the set A of atomic actions, denote processes that first execute the action a, 
and then normally terminate. The binary operator ; denotes equential composition, and 
+ denotes nondeterministic choice. This language incorporates constructs used in pro- 
cess algebra and in concurrency, except it does not support any form of communication 
or synchronization. 
A more formal presentation of our language S begins with the introduction of the 
signature .Z : 
& = {b, 6, E} U {a I a E A}; c2 = {;,+); C,=0 if n#0,2. 
Here is the set of equations E for Z we also want to hold: 
(i) ; is associative. 
(ii) E is a two-sided identity for ;. 
(iii) + is associative, commutative and idempotent. 
(iv) 6 is a two-sided identity for +. 
(v) 6 is a left zero for ;. 
(vi) (x + y) ;z = (x ;z) + (v ;z), i.e., right distributivity of ; over +. 
Then we can view S as the initial (C,E)-algebra; i.e., S is the initial Z-algebra satis- 
fying the equations (i)-(vi). 
We are concerned with models for the language L which are ordered spaces, and so 
we establish some results about ordered G&algebras. 
Definition 2.2. An ordered !&algebra is an Q-algebra A which also is a partially or- 
dered space with least element -LA such that 
(i) bA =IA, and 
(ii) for each w E 52, the mapping o : A” + A is monotone, where n is the arity of 
o and we equip A” with the product order. 
It is customary to consider as a denotational model for a language with signature s1 
a continuous Q-algebra, i.e, a cpo that is an &algebra relative to which the operations 
of Sz are Scott continuous. Clearly any such model is an ordered O-algebra. 
We call a pre-order 5 on an Q-algebra A monotone if, for all a E A, bA 5 a, and 
the interpretations of all the operators from Q are monotone with respect o 5. The 
family of all monotone pre-orders is not empty, since the universal relation is one such 
pre-order. And, the intersection of this family is another such pre-order, dA, and clearly 
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it is minimal. The pre-order & is known as the minimum monotone pre-order on A. 
This concept was first employed in work relating non-well-founded sets and domain 
theory found in [ 111. 
Proposition 2.3. For all elements a and a’ of an Q-algebra A, the following are 
equivalent: 
(i) a 3~ a’. 
(ii) +a <B q5a’ for any Q-algebra homomorphism I$ : A + B to an ordered 52- 
algebra B. 
Proof. If 4 : A + B is an Q-algebra map into an ordered algebra, then the partial 
order on B can be pulled back to a pre-order on A defined by a 34 a’ if and only if 
$a <t&a’, Note, in particular, that 4bA 6 B ‘#)a for each a E A since +bA = bs =IB, 
the last equality following because B is an ordered Q-algebra. Hence bA 54 a for each 
a E A, and it follows that -&, is a monotone pre-order on A. Because of the minimality 
of dA, dA c -$; -- i.e., a -& a’ implies +a <s&r’. 
For the converse, note that the minimum monotone pre-order on A gives rise to a 
surjective homomorphism onto the algebra A/G of equivalence classes induced by SA, 
where x E x’ if and only if x 5~ x’ and x’ $ x. Moreover, the image of 3~ under 
the projection map is a monotone partial order on A/ z, so that A/ = is an ordered 
algebra. This monotone partial order, when pulled back to A is the minimum monotone 
pre-order dA. Hence, for a,a’ E A, the second condition applied to the projection onto 
A/E implies that a iA a’. 0 
Corollary 2.4. Let ‘~5 : A + B be an Q-algebra homomorphism. If a 5~ a’, then 
4a 51 ‘$a’. 
Proof. Let $ : B 4 C be an arbitrary homomorphism into an ordered Q-algebra C, so 
that + o 4 : A -+ C is a homomorphism. If a 5~ a’, then $($a) < &(4a’). Since $ 
was arbitrary, $a 5~ $a’. 0 
Let %?Q be the category of Q-algebras and O-algebra homomorphisms, and let %~o,~) 
be the category of ordered O-algebras and monotone Q-algebra maps. The following 
corollary is too easy to state to omit. 
Corollary 2.5. %?cQ, S ) is a rejlective subcategory of %‘a, i.e., there is a left adjoint to 
the inclusion functor from %?~a,<) to ‘3~. 
Proof. The unit of the adjunction is the projection from an Q-algebra A onto the 
algebra A/ E of equivalence classes induced by the minimum monotone pre-order as 
in the proof of Proposition 2.3. 0 
We next discuss polynomial algebras in general and algebras of contexts in particular. 
Let S be a set and let A be an O-algebra. The identity homomorphism on A is denoted 
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lA : A + A. Let To[S] be a free Q-algebra generated by S. For notational simplicity, 
we assume that the function S + To[S] that is the unit of the adjunction is actually 
an inclusion map S L) m[S]. Just as in the construction of rings of polynomials, S 
can be added freely to any Q-algebra A by letting the polynomial algebra A[S] be 
a coproduct of A and TQ[S]. (A proof of the existence of coproducts of Q-algebras 
and some applications of coproducts to the theory of programming languages can be 
found in [20].) Without loss of generality, we assume A is a subalgebra of A[S] and 
the coproduct injection A --+ A[S] is the inclusion A of A[S]. As long as A n S = 0, 
which we always tacitly assume whenever it is convenient, we can arrange matters so 
that the restriction of the coproduct injection TQ[S] + A[S] to S is the inclusion map 
S of A[S]. It is easy to see that the polynomial algebra A[S] satisfies the following 
universal mapping property: for each Q-algebra B, each homomorphism CI : A -+ B, 
and each function f : S + B, there exists a unique homomorphism a[f] : A[S] -+ B 
such that the diagram 
id AAA[S]-S 
\l/ Ul a s B 
commutes. 
To facilitate inductive arguments, it is useful to define on each polynomial algebra 
a rank homomorphism p : A[S] + N. 
Definition 2.6. Let A be an Q-algebra and let S be a set. We define the rank function 
p : A[S] + N as follows: Endow N with an O-structure such that, for an n-ary operator 
w, 
ON+?zi,...,rn,) = 3SuP{m1~~.4 - 1. 
Then (0) is an S2-subalgebra of N, and p : A[S] + N can be defined to be the unique 
O-algebra homomorphism such that 
A 
incl *WI l 
id 
s 
is a commutative diagram. 
This rank function p : A[S] + N can be used to prove (1) implies (2) of the 
following result, the converse direction of which is clear. 
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Proposition 2.7. Let c1 : A -+ B be an Q-algebra homomorphism into an ordered 
Q-algebra B, and let f, f’ : S + B be functions. The following are equivalent: 
(i) f $s+B)f’, 
(ii) a[f 1 G(.4[s]+B)a[f ‘I, 
where we endow (S -+ B) and (A[S] --) B) with the pointwise order. 
Proof. (1) implies (2): Let f, f’ : S --) B satisfy f d(s+B) f ‘, and let x E A[S]. We 
proceed by induction on p(x). If p(x) = 0, then x E A, and so cr[f ] x = c(x = a[f ‘1 x. 
Suppose that the result holds for all terms x E A[S] with p(x) < n E N, and let 
x E A[S] satisfy p(x) = n + 1. Then x = w,(xi, . . . ,xm), and so 
Nflx = ~[flmn(XI,...Jm) 
= om(~[flxl,...,~[flX,) 
~~W,(~[f’lXl,...,a[f’lx,) 
= Nf ‘1 an (Xl ,...,&I) = CQf’lx, 
the inequality following from the inductive hypothesis. 0 
Corollary 2.8. Let a : A + B be an Q-algebra homomorphism into an O-algebra 
B, and let f, f’ : S + B be functions such that fs 5~ f’s for each s E S. Then 
Nf 1 P 3 4f ‘1 P for all P E API. 
Proof. This can be proved by applying the proposition to the composition 4 o a : A ---f 
B’, where 4 : B -+ B’ ranges over all homomorphisms into ordered Q-algebras. 
The notion of full abstraction requires the concept of a context, i.e., “a program 
with a hole in it”. To be precise, an !&algebra of contexts over A is nothing more 
than the algebra of polynomials A[*] (= A[{*}]) in one indeterminate * over A. 
If f : A -+ B is an Q-algebra homomorphism that is clear from context - typically f 
is an inclusion into a larger algebra - we can define the substitution of an element b E B 
for * in a context C E A[*] to obtain C[b] E B. To be precise, let C[b] = f [* H b]C, 
where f [* H b] is the unique Q-algebra homomorphism such that 
incl 
A *AC*1 l 
id 
{*I 
commutes. 
In particular, substitution of a E A for * in a context C E A[*] is written C[a] and 
is defined to be C[a] = l~[* H a]C. 
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However, it is important o note that this definition of C[a] is only appropriate to 
algebras whose signatures do not contain identiJiers and corresponding binding oper- 
ators. The proper definition of substitution i to a context containing binding operators 
will be addressed in Section 4. 
That “contexts act monotonically” on an ordered Q-algebra B is implied by the next 
proposition. 
Proposition 2.9. Let f : A -+ B be an Q-algebra homomorphism into an ordered 
Q-algebra B. For all b, b’ E B, the following are equivalent: 
(i) b <Bb’. 
(ii) For all C E A[*], f[* c-) b] C <~f[* ++ b’] C. 
Proof. This is just a special case of Proposition 2.7. Cl 
Next we establish in Proposition 2.11 a natural isomorphism that describes the ex- 
tent to which “contexts commute with homomorphisms”. To derive this result, we first 
recall the notion of the comma category (A 1 %a) under the algebra A. 
Definition 2.10. If A is an O-algebra and Vo denotes the category of Q-algebras and 
Q-algebra maps, then by (A 1 %‘:a) we mean that category whose objects are pairs 
(f,B), where B is an object of %‘o and f : A + B is an O-algebra map. Given two 
such objects, (f,B) and (f’,B’), then a (A I %o)-morphism g : (f,B) --) (f’,B’) 
is an Q-algebra homomorphism g : B + B’ making the following diagram com- 
mute: 
B 9 l B’ 
We can define the ‘projection on the codomain” J : (A 1 59~) + WO by J( f, B) = B 
and Jg = g : B --) B’ if g : (f, B) --) (f ‘, B’). This functor is related to the functor 
F : (A 1 %?a) + $?a given on objects by 
The 
F(f,B) = (4: A[*] -+ B) 4 is an Q-algebra map and ~$1~ = f}. 
Q-algebra structure of F (f, B) is given by 
QJF(/,B) (413 1. ? &I) =f' = f [* H %I(41 *, . . . ,&?I *)I 
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which fills in the following diagram: 
A 
incl 
*AC*1 * 
incl 
{*I 
If g : (f,B) + (f’,B’) is in (A 1 %?:a), then we define Fg : F(f,B) + F(f’,B’) by 
Fg 4 = g 0 4. We note that, since #& = f and g o f = f’, the restriction of g o C$ to 
A is f’, so Fg is well-defined. 
Proposition 2.11. There is a natural isomorphism q : J --+ F where 
r(j,q : B -+ F(f3) 
is defined by 
tqf,qb = f I* ++ bl. 
Moreover, q-l : F --+ J satis$es g;tf Bj : F( f, B) + B by vF[~ Bj 4 = 4 *. 
Proof. The proof requires showing the following diagram commutes: 
J(f,B)=B = F(f,B) 
Js=s 
1 1 
+Ym+J 
J(f’,B’) = B’ - F(f’,B’) 
‘1U.W 
This requires us to show that 
g 0 (v(y,+) = v(~,EJ) (9 b) 
for each b E B. Now, the left-hand side of the required equality evaluates as 
9 0 (~(y,s)b) = 9 0 (f [* H bl), 
while the right-hand side of the equality evaluates to 
v(~,E~) gb = f ‘[* +-+ &I. 
Since g : (f, B) + (f I, B’) in (A 1 %‘a), it follows that f’ = go f. Hence, the required 
equality reduces to showing that 
g 0 (f[* H bl) = (g 0 f I[* ++ &I, (1) 
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and this equality follows from inspection of the following diagram: 
incl 
A - A[*] 4 inc’ {*I 
*b v \‘\!/// B of *id B I 
B’ 
where f^ = f [* H b], *b sends * to the element b E B, and *gb sends it to gb E B’. 
The computational content of the preceding proposition (i.e., the formulation that 
will be directly used in proofs) is contained in the following corollary, which follows 
from Eq. (1) in the last part of the proof of the proposition. 
Corollary 2.12. Let f : A + B and g : B + B’ be Q-algebra homomorphisms, let 
b E B, and let C E A[*]. Then 
Remark. As long as B = B’ and f = g 0 f, we can write the above equation as 
g(CPl) = C[g bl. 
However, if f # g o f, this equation can be misleading, even if B = B’. 
We now turn to the analysis of extensions of the language L. Let X be an infinite set 
of identifiers uch that LnX = 0. The polynomial algebra L[X] is what we get when we 
extend L by adding the identifiers in X. Given a syntactic environment e : X + L, the 
universal property of L[X] means there is a unique homomorphism lL[e] : L[X] 4 L 
such that the diagram 
commutes, where I : L -+ L[X] is the inclusion homomorphism. Thus, lL[e] evaluates 
a polynomial in L[X] with the values specified by e : X + L. 
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Proposition 2.13. The minimum monotone pre-order on L equals the restriction to L 
of the minimum monotone pre-order on L[X]. 
Proof. Since L[X] is an Q-algebra, it has a minimal pre-order, &IX], and since z : 
L --) L[X] is an Q-algebra homomorphism, it follows that the minimum monotone 
pre-order on L is coarser than the restriction of the minimum monotone pre-order on 
L[X] to L. Conversely, Proposition 2.3 implies that the minimum monotone pre-order 
on L (resp. L[X]) is the intersection of the pre-orders induced on L (resp. L[X]) from 
Q-algebra homomorphisms from L (resp. L[X]) into ordered Q-algebras. Now, given 
any environment e : X 3 L and an Q-algebra homomorphism 4 : L + A to an ordered 
Q-algebra, we can define the Q-algebra homomorphism $ o l[e] : L[X] -+ A, and the 
pre-order that this homomorphism induces on L is the restriction to L of the pre-order 
4ol[e] induces on L[X]. Hence the restriction of the minimal pre-order on L[X], which 
is the intersection of the pre-orders induced from Q-algebra homomorphisms from on 
L[X] to ordered Q-algebras, is equal to the minimum monotone pre-order on L, which 
is the intersection of the pre-orders induced on L by G-algebra homomorphisms from 
L to ordered Q-algebras. 0 
Next, we note that substitution of a term p E L[X] for an identifier x E X can be 
defined to be the unique Q-algebra homomorphism [p/x] : L[X] + L[X] such that 
commutes, where the function h : X -+ L[X] is defined by 
h(y) = 
p ify =x, 
y otherwise. 
Of course, we wish to extend L not only by adding identifiers, but also by adding unary 
binding operators to support recursion. This means we need to extend the signature s2 
to Q(X), defined as follows: 
l G!{X}s = QJ U X, the constants of Q together with the identifiers X, 
l Q(X), = sli U {p- 1 x E X}, the unary operators of Q together with the recursion 
operators, and 
0 Q(X), = Q,, for n 22. 
It is well-known that if the signature Q’ is an extension of 52, then the forgetful 
functor from the category of Q-algebras to the category of Q-algebras has a left 
adjoint. Thus, the extended language L(X) supporting both identifiers and recursion 
is characterized by the following universal mapping property: if f : L -+ A is any 
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Q-algebra homomorphism of L into an Q(X)-algebra A, then there is a unique 
Q(X)-algebra homomorphism So(x) : L(X) -+ A so that the following diagram com- 
mutes: 
The structure of L(X) simply as an Q-algebra lso is important. In fact, L(X) contains 
L[X] as an SZ-subalgebra, and L(X) is a polynomial Q-algebra over L:L{X} satisfies a 
universal property that is captured by the following diagram, where A is an Q-algebra, 
f : L + A is an L&homomorphism, and g : X U {px.p 1 x E X, p E L(X)} -+ A is any 
function: 
A 
That is, f [g] is the unique Q-algebra homomorphism aking the diagram commute. 
In order to prove Proposition 2.20 below, we develop a more complete understanding 
of &{x) . When we write p 5L{x) q for p,q E L(X), we are referring to the minimum 
monotone pre-order &lx) that is obtained from the structure of L(X) as an Q(X)- 
algebra, and not as an Q-algebra. The minimum monotone pre-orders arising from the 
two algebraic structures - s1 and L?(X) - are not the same. Since L and L[X] have 
not been endowed with any algebraic structure xcept as an O-algebra, the notations 
p 5~ q and p &[XI q are unambiguous. 
Proposition 2.14. Zf p,q E L{X} satisfy p dLix) q, then one of the following possi- 
bilities holds: 
(i) Both p and q are in L and p 5~ q. 
(ii) p = q. 
(iii) p = bL 
(iv) p=~~~,~(p~,...,p,,) andq=coLtX)(qi,...,qn), whereoEQ,,and,foreach 
iE (1 ,...,n}, Pi A(x) 4i. 
(v) p = ,u.x~(~).P’ and q = pL(x).q’, where x E X and p’ &{x) q’. 
Proof. A monotone pre-order on L(X) can be thought of as an Q(X)-subalgebra of 
the product algebra L(X) x L(X) that is also a pre-order. It is not hard to see that 
the B(X)-subalgebra A of L(X) x L{X} generated by the pairs of the form (p, p) and 
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the pairs of the form (by, p), is a pre-order on L(X). Since the generators of A are 
necessarily members of every monotone pre-order on L(X), we conclude that A is the 
minimum monotone pre-order on L(X). Thus, this proposition simply summarizes the 
structure of A as an L!(X)-algebra. 0 
When we extend L to the language L(X) that supports recursion, we want the 
operational semantics of a recursive program to be obtained by unwinding the re- 
cursion in a way that is consistent with the operational semantics of L. We use an 
idea from [8] as the key to defining the operational meanings of recursive terms. 
This idea is for each term p with a recursion operator to define a sequence of terms 
x,(p) without recursion operators whose meanings can be given, and then to define 
the meaning of the recursive term p to be the supremum of the (increasing) sequence 
of meanings of the terms x,(p) in the model. 3 Our definition of the n,‘s differs 
somewhat from that of [8], since we need these mappings to be Q-algebra homomor- 
phisms (e.g., to prove Proposition 2.15). But the underlying motivation remains the 
same: the znn(p) should correspond to successive unwindings of the recursive term 
p, with the remaining recursions replaced by the undefined program in each unwind- 
ing. 
Taking the case that A = L[X] in the last diagram, we inductively define a sequence 
of Q-algebra homomorphisms n, : L(X) 4 L[X] as follows: 
l rco : L(X) -+ L[X] is the homomorphism determined by 
(i) The inclusion f = 1 : L L) L[X], 
(ii) The inclusion map x H x : Xr L[X], and 
(iii) The constant map ,LLX.P H bL for each x E X and each p E L(X). 
. =?I+1 : L(X) + L[X] is the homomorphism determined by 
(i) The inclusion f = I : L - L[X], 
(ii) The inclusion map x I-+ x : Xr L[X], and 
(iii) The mapping p.x.p H [q&~~.p)jx](~~(p)) for each x E X and each p E 
L{X}. Note that the well-definedness of x,+1(p) depends on the fact that ~,(px.p) 
actually is in L[X], which ensures that the substitution [q&~~.p)~] is a self-map of 
Jwl. 
A simple application of Corollary 2.12 allows us to conclude that “contexts C E L[*] 
commute with the rc,‘s”. 
Proposition 2.15. rfn E N, C E L[*] and p E L(X), then nn(C[p]) = C[TC,(P)]. 
Proposition 2.16. Zf p E L(X), then n,(p) 3~~x1 TC,+~(~) for each n E N. 
Proof. We proceed by induction on n E N. If n = 0, then, for all q E X u {p.p 1 
p E L(X)}, no(q) &[XI nl(q), so the result follows from Corollary 2.8, where 
3 A similar, but more general construction also has been used by Hyland in [9] in the context of the untyped 
lambda calculus. 
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CI : L --+ L[X] is the inclusion and f,f’ : X U {p.P 1 p E L(X)} 4 L[X] are 
given by fx = f’x =x, f (pxp) = by, and f’(w.p) = [b~/x](n~(p)). 
Suppose that the result holds for some n E N, so that n,(p) 5~~1 TC,+I( p) for all 
p E L(X). Then 
%l+1(FP) = [%WP)/xl(~n(P)) 
%[X] [%+1(~.P)/Xl(%(P)) 
%[X] [%+1(~.P)/xl(%l+l(P)) 
= 7b+z(P), 
where 
(i) the first &[x]-inequality follows from Corollary 2.8 with M. : L -+ L[X] the 
inclusion and f (resp. f’) the function sending the identifier x to ~~,(px.p) (resp. 
n,+l(~.p)) and leaving all other identifiers unchanged (as in the proof of the first 
inductive step) and the inductive hypothesis that n,(p) &y] n,+,(p) for all p E 
L(X), and 
(ii) the second one follows from the fact that homomorphisms preserve the minimum 
monotone pre-order, and from the inductive hypothesis. q 
As we commented in the introduction, it already has been noted by others that 
assigning operational meanings to terms in L{X} with free variables can be problem- 
atical. Thus, we pay special attention to the Q-subalgebra L, of closed terms of L(X). 
Again, we rely on algebra to make this notion precise. 
Following [ 15, 171, there is a L?(X)-algebra homomorphism that tells us the set of 
identifiers that occur freely in a term of L(X). To define it, we make the family 
Y,(X) of finite subsets of X into an G?{X}-algebra as follows: 
l o~~Q)(S~, . . . ,S,) = SI U . . . US,, for each w E Sz,, 
l x9,,(~) = {x} for each x E X, and 
l Px~,~~x).S = S \{x} for each x E X. 
Then we define the function Free : L(X) -+ .!3’&Y) to be the unique Q(X)-algebra 
homomorphism which extends the constant Q-algebra homomorphism 1 H 8 : L + 
Sh,(X). Note that each finite subset S of X is an SZ-subalgebra of 9,(X), so the 
following definition makes sense. 
Definition 2.17. For a finite subset S CX, we define the Q-subalgebra LS of L(X) to 
be the family Ls = Free-‘(S). We define the algebra 15, of closed terms of L(X) to 
be the Q-subalgebra L, = Lq,. 
Earlier we defined the rank function p : A[S] -+ N. Before proving the next result, 
we extend this function to L(X), and hence to L, as well. We first make N into an 
O{X}-algebra by defining: 
0 WN(rn,,...,rn,) = 3 S”P{m~~fln) _ 1 for each 0 E Q, 
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l XN = 1 for each x E X, and 
l wN.m=m+2 foreachxEX. 
Then the function rank : L(X) -+ N is the unique Q(X)-algebra homomorphism which 
extends the Q-algebra map sending L to the Q-subalgebra (0) of N. Note that rank is 
well-defined, since I = OL ( II,. . . , In) E L implies rat&( 1) = we (rank( 11), . . . , rank( In)) = 
3’ - 1 = 0. Also note that rank(p) = 0 if and only if p E L, and rank(p) = 1 if and 
only if p E X. 
Proposition 2.18. For each p E L, and each n E N, the term nn(p) E L. 
Proof. We proceed by induction on rank(p). If rank(p) = 0, then p E L, and n,(p) = 
p E L for each n E N. Also, rank(p) # 1 for any p E L,, so the result trivially holds 
in this case. Suppose the result holds for all terms in L, of rank at most m, and let 
p E L, have rank m + 1. If p = p.q for some q E L(X), then since p E L,, it follows 
that q E Lix). Now, x0(p) = bL E L, by definition of ~0. Assume that n,,(p) E L, for 
some n E PJ. Then x,+1(p) = [dp)/~l(dq)), and the fact that q E L{,) together 
with n,(p) E L imply [nn(p)/x](nn(q)) E L as well. Hence n,(p) E L for all n E N 
by induction. 
Finally, we assume that p = OL, (PI,. . . , pr) for some r E N. Then p E L, implies 
that 0 = Free(p) = Free(pi)U. ..UFree(p,), so pi EL, for each i = l,...,~. Then, for 
each n E N, n,(p) = ~[xI(G(P~ ), . . . , n,(p,)) E L since n,(pi) E L by the inductive 
hypothesis. q 
We also need the Q(X)-algebra L{X}[*] of contexts over L(X). To simplify matters, 
we assume * $! X. It is necessary to extend the Q(X)-algebra homomorphism Free to 
Free* whose domain is all of L{X}[ ] * in the following manner. 9,(X U { *}) can 
be made into an G!(X)-algebra in exactly the same way that Ps,,(X) was made into 
an Q{X}-algebra. Hence, there exists a unique C!(X)-algebra homomorphism Free* : 
L{X}[*] 4 Pe,(X U {*}) such that the diagram 
L {X} incl L{X}[*] id - {*I 
Free Free* 
commutes. 
For the following technical lemma, we introduce the O-algebra L[X][*] of contexts 
over L[X], which is a subset of the domain of Free* because it an Q-subalgebra of 
WH*l. 
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Lemma 2.19. Let A be an Q-algebra, a E A, and C E L[X][*]. If f,f’ : L[X] --f A 
are O-algebra homomorphisms such that f IFFY* = f’l~~~~*(~), then f [* H a] C = 
f’[* w a] c. 
Proof. Recalling our assumption that * 4 X, we can identify L[X][*] with the poly- 
nomial algebra L[X U {*}I, an so we have a rank homomorphism p : L[X][*] -+ N. d 
The proof then is an easy induction on PC. 0 
Now we can prove the important fact that the rc,,‘s are monotone. This is not just 
a simple consequence of Corollary 2.4 because L{X} is regarded as an B(X)-algebra 
and J!,[X] as an O-algebra. 
Proposition 2.20. Let n E M For all p,q E L(X), p dLjx) q implies that x,(p) dLLxl 
T!(q). 
Proof. The proof is by induction on n. 
Suppose n = 0 and p dLix) q. Let $ : L[X] --+ A be an arbitrary Q-algebra homo- 
morphism into an ordered Q-algebra A. Extend the a-algebra structure on A to an 
0(X}-algebra StrUCtUrC by letting XA = 4(x) and PA.0 = bA for every x E X and 
a E A. It is easy to see that (b o 7ta : L(X) ---f A is an Q(X)-algebra homomor- 
phism. By Proposition 2.3, +(@(p))<A$(za(q)). Since I$ is arbitrary, no(p) 5L[x~ 
no(q). 
Suppose that the proposition is true for n <k, and consider the case n = k + 1. 
Assume p $x) q. Now we use induction on the rank of p to show that rck+i (p) &[,YI 
%+1(q). 
Suppose the rank of p is 0, i.e., that p E L. Then 
Q+1(P) = WdP) dL[X] wdq) IsL[X] n+1(q) 
by the induction hypothesis on n and by Proposition 2.16. 
Now suppose we know that nk+l(p) ~L[XI xk+l(q) when the rank(p) <j. Consider 
the case rank(p) = j + 1. We turn to Proposition 2.14 to see the possibilities. We 
leave the arguments to the reader in all cases save the hardest one: p = ~~~~x).p’ and 
q = ,ux~~x~.q’, where x E X and p’ &lx) q’. We can identify the G-algebra L[X][*] 
of contexts over L[X] with the a-algebra L[*][X] of polynomials in X over L[*]. So 
we have a polynomial substitution homomorphism [*/xl : L[*][X] --+ L[*][X], and we 
have l~[x][* H x] : L[X][*] --) L[X], the substitution of x for * in a context. The 
restriction to L[X] of the composition l~x][* H x] o [*/xl : L[X][*] -+ L[X] is readily 
seen to be the identity on L[X]. Let the context C E L[X][*] be C = [*/x](~(q’)). 
Since xk(q’) E L[X], 
lL[x][* +-+ xl c = UL[Xl[ * cf xl 0 [*/xl)(Q(q’)) = Q(d). (2) 
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It is easy to see that x @ Free*(C). Let 4 : L[X] + A be an arbitrary 
homomorphism into an ordered Q-algebra A. Now, we can compute: 
4(7&+1(P)) = (4 O [wf(PYxl)(m(P’)) 
64(4J O [wf(PYXl)(~k(d)) 
= (4 0 [m(PYxl>[lr[xl[* - xl c 
= (4 O [m(PYxl)[* H 4(m(P)N c 
= 4[* H 4(w4P))l c 
c&L* +-+ 4(ndq))l c 
= (4 O [m(qYxl) (WC(d)) 
= cb(m+l(q))? 
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O-algebra 
where the sequence of steps before 
(i) By the definition of rck+t . 
(ii) By Proposition 2.3 applied 
the . . have the following justifications: 
to the O-algebra homomorphism 4 o [n&)/x] : 
QX] 4 A, and the induction hypothesis on n that implies that X&J’) ~L{x) nk(q’). 
(iii) By equation (2) above. 
(iv) By Corollary 2.12. 
(v) By Lemma 2.19, which applies because (4 o [n~(p)/x])]rree*(c) = 41rree*(c). 
(vi) By Proposition 2.9 and the induction hypothesis on n. 
Since 4 was arbitrary, rck+t(p) <Ank+l(q). This finishes the proof. 0 
Example 2.21 (Continued). We continue our discussion of the example language S. 
Using the set X of identifiers, we can construct 
(i) S[X], the polynomials over S generated by X, 
(ii) S(X), the extension of S supporting recursion, but whose terms may contain 
free occurrences of identifiers, and 
(iii) S,, the extension of S supporting recursion consisting only of closed terms. 
Let x,y E X, let p = ,u.((b~;x);x), and q = ~.((y;x);x), so that p E S, and 
4 6 S(X). Since bs ~‘S[XI Y, P ~s{x) q. Also, 
no(p) = bs, n(p) =bs;bs;bs, n2(p)=bs;bs;bs;bs;bs;bs;bs 
and 
no(q) = bs, nl(q) = (Y ; bs) ; bs, ~nz(~)=(y;((y;bs);bs));((v;bs);bs). 
A point to appreciate here is that, whereas ; is associative in S, our constructions 
of S[X] and S(X) do not make ; associative in these algebras - hence the need 
for explicit parentheses in some of the expressions above. We will address the issue 
of requiring equations to hold in extensions of languages in the last section. 0 
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3. Operational and denotational models 
The results of the previous section apply to universal algebras quite broadly, and 
are not confined to the realm of programming languages. We now are ready to bring 
more semantics issues to the fore, and we begin by recalling the role of operational 
and denotational models for programming languages. We start with the denotational 
side. 
If L is a programming language viewed as an Q-algebra, then a denotational model 
for L is simply an Q-algebra D and a homomorphism 9 : L --f D. If we assume that 
L has no identifiers or recursive constructs, then any Q-algebra would do for D. Of 
course, any Q-algebra D must have an element by because of our standing assumption 
about the constant b E Q. 
We now give an explanation of the operational and denotational models for the 
language L, and the relationship between them. If 0 is the set of observations we 
can make of programs in L, then the operational semantics of L is some fixed 
behavior function 0 : L + 0. Typically, the behavior function is defined using 
a transition system or rewriting system, but where it comes from is not the issue 
here. 
The usual definitions of adequacy and full abstraction can be stated as follows. The 
denotational model 9 is said to be adequate for the operational model 0 if 9(p) = 
Q(q) implies that Lo(p) = Lo(q) for every p,q E L. In addition, 9 is fully abstract 
with respect to 0 if, given p,q E L such that 9(p) # 9(q), there exists some context 
C E L[*] such that Lo(C[p]) # O(C[q]). We now proceed to augment these definitions 
to suit the setting we are in. 
Definition 3.1. 0 : L -+ 0 is an ordered operational model for L if 0 is a poset and Lo 
is monotone with respect to &-, the minimum monotone pre-order on L. Likewise, the 
denotational model 9 : L + D is an ordered denotational model for L if D is a poset 
that also is an Q-algebra in which all operators of Q have monotone interpretations. 
If 0 : L + 0 is an ordered operational model and $3 : L -+ D is an ordered 
denotational model, then we say 
(i) 9 is order adequate with respect to 0 if 9(p) 609(q) implies that O(p) <o 
Co(q) for all p,q E L. 
(ii) 9 is order fully abstract with respect to 0 if given p, q E L with 9(p) Xb 
9(q), there is some context C E L[*] such that O(C[p]) go cO(C[q]). 
We can give an alternative characterization of order adequacy when the models have 
more structure. If D is a poset and K(D) denotes the set of compact elements of D, 
then D is an algebraic poser if K(d) = {k E K(D) ] k Gd} is directed and satisfies 
d = UK(d) for each d E D. The point is that D need not be a cpo. 
Proposition 3.2. Suppose 0 : L -+ 0 is an ordered operational model for L and 
9 : L 4 D is an ordered denotational model such that 0 is a cpo, D is an algebraic 
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poset, and 9(L) = K(D). The following are equivalent: 
(i) 53 is order adequate with respect to 0. 
(ii) There is a Scott continuous map Bn : D + 0 such that 0 = Bb o 9. 
Proof. Suppose $3 is order adequate with respect o 0. For any d E D, we claim that 
{o(P) 1 g(P)6d) is a directed subset of 0. Note that since 9(L) = K(D), the family 
1 d n 9(L) = K(d) is directed in D. Indeed, if p, p’ E L satisfy 9(p), 9(p’) God, 
then there is some compact element of D, and hence some element q E L such that 
G@ p), 9( p’) < D9(q) < nd. The claim that { cO( p) ) s(p) < bd} is directed now follows 
from order adequacy. Thus, we can define 
Bb:D--tO by Bb(d) = U{@(P) 1 g(P)%d). 
From this definition, we see that Lo(p) = u{O(q) 1 g(q) <09(p)} = B~(g(p)). 
Hence 0 = Bb o 9. Also, if k, k’ E K(D), then k = 9(p) and k’ = 9(p’) for some 
p, p’ E L, and so k <ok’ implies that g(p) <#3( p’), which in turn implies that 
6(p) deco. Since Bb(k) = O(p) and Bb(k’) = Q(p’), it follows that BDIK(D) iS 
monotone. Since D is an algebraic poset, it then follows that Bbjk(b) has a unique 
Scott-continuous extension B to all of D which is given by B(d) = UBb(K(d)). Thus, 
B(d) = u&@(d)) = U{&J 09(p) 1 %p)<od} 
= U{(“(P) 1 g(p)dod) = B&d>, 
the second equality following since 9(L) = K(D), and the last by the definition of Bb. 
The converse is clear from the monotonicity of Scott continuous maps. 0 
The next result is important, but obvious. 
Proposition 3.3. (i) Zf 9 is order adequate with respect to 0, then 9 is adequate 
with respect to 0. 
(ii) Zf 9 is order fully abstract with respect to 0, then 9 is fully abstract with 
respect to 0. 
Proposition 3.4. Zf 0 : L -+ 0 is a ordered operational model for L and 9 : L + D 
is an ordered denotational model for L, then the following are equivalent: 
(i) $3 is order adequate and order fully abstract with respect to 0. 
(ii) For all p,q E L, 9(p) <09(q) if and only if 6(C[p]) GoO(C[q]) for all 
contexts C E L[*]. 
Proof. Suppose 33 is order adequate with respect o 0. Assume 63(p) <09(q), and 
let C E L[*]. By Corollary 2.12 and Proposition 2.9, 
qc[Pl) = Wr[* ++ PI C) = q* H qP)l c 
d D%* - %q)lc = %c[d). 
Now order adequacy gives U(C[p])<oB(C[q]). The rest is clear. R 
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Remark. It is important to note that the proof of the last proposition depends on the 
fact that substitution of p E L in a context C E L[*] is defined by C[p] = l~[* H p] C, 
which is appropriate to the setting of a language without binding operators. The proof 
of the analogous result for the extended language L, of closed terms (cf. Section 6) re- 
quires substantially different arguments, because of the relationship between substitution 
and binding operators. 
Our goal is to find conditions that ensure that, given an ordered operational model 
0 : L + 0 and a related ordered denotational model 9 : L + D which is order adequate 
and fully abstract with respect to 0, these models can be extended in a natural way to 
models Lot : L, + 0, and gd, : L, + DC so that 9c is order adequate and fully abstract 
with respect to 0,. The key is to assume a strengthened form of order full abstraction 
that says that, whenever p can be distinguished operationally from q, there is a single 
context that distinguishes p from every program that q approximates. 
Definition 3.5. Let 0 : L -+ 0 be an ordered operational model and 33 : L -+ D is an 
ordered denotational model for L as defined above. Then we say 
l 9 is strongly order fully abstract with respect to 0 if, given p,q E L with 
9(p) $0 9(q), there is some context C E L[*] satisfying O(C[p]) go O(C[q’]) 
in 0 for every q’ E L with q 5~ q’. 
Note that this notion is stronger than the notion of order full abstraction we gave 
above, and hence it also is stronger than the “usual” notion of full abstraction. 
Example 3.6 (Continued). We continue our discussion of the example language S we 
defined in Section 2. Recall that S has the following set of BNF-like production rules: 
p::=bs I& I KS I a I p;q I p+q, 
and we view S as the free (C, E)-algebra, where C is the signature consisting of 
constants bs, SS, and ES, the constants a E A, and binary operators ; and +. 
We now define an operational model for S. First, let v’ # A be introduced as an 
observable signal that a program has terminated normally. An atomic transition is a 
ordered triple written p 5 p’, where p, p’ E S and x E A U {J}, signifying that 
execution of the next step of a program p can result in the observable action x with 
the remainder left to be executed described by p’. Next, we introduce the following 
system of transition rules, where x E A U {J}: 
J (i) 8-J 
(ii) aa’& 
(iii) a ; p A p 
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From this transition system we obtain a function 
B : s --+ ((6)) UP”f(A* UA+hJA*~), 
where A* denotes the finite words over the alphabet A, A+ denotes the finite, nonempty 
words over A, and S&Y) denotes the family of finite, nonempty subsets of the set X. 
In more detail. we define 
Bp={s 1 SEA* &p -s-, bs; p’} u (~6 1 s E A* & Z-s-, S} 
u {sJ 1 s E A* & p%p’&}, 
where the notation p L p’ means there is a composable sequence of atomic transitions 
starting with p and ending with p’, the concatenation of whose actions is s. 
We now show that DO = ((6)) U 9’,,f(A* U A+6 U A* d) also is a (,X,/Z)-algebra. 
Let I denote the empty string. We define the constants by bD, = {A}, 60, = {6}, and 
EQ, = {d}. We define the constants a in DO by a~, = {u} for each a E A. To define 
the operation ; on DO, we first define a related operation T on Ah, = A* U A*6 U A*,/ 
hy 
sft = 
s ifs $!A’d, 
s’ t ifs = s’J E A*,/. 
It is routine to show that this operation makes Ah, a monoid with identity ,./ and left- 
zero il. We then define the operation ; : DO x DO --+ DO by F; G = {.x ;y 1 x E F & y E 
G}. Again, this makes DO into a monoid, with {J} the identity and (6) a left-zero. 
Finally, we define the operation + on DO as follows: 
{ 
F ifG = {6}, 
F-k-G= G ifF = {a}, 
F U G otherwise. 
Thus, + is the operation of union, modified so that (6) is a +-identity. Defined in this 
way + models “external nondeterminism,” whereby a process that is able to perform 
an a action in response to a request from an external world, in fact will perform an a. 
In part because our language does not include any form of synchronization (something 
that is omitted for simplicity’s sake), we cannot further illustrate this aspect of +. 
With operations defined in this manner, it is routine to show that DO is an (C,E)- 
algebra. We also want to impose a monotone pre-order on DO and we define this order 
using the results of the previous section. 
The prefix order C on the set A* U A*6 U A* J enables us to define the Egli-Milner 
preorder on DO : 
FdpQ ifandonlyif FcJG&GcTF, 
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Theorem 3.7. The minimum C-monotone preorder on DO is the same as the Egii- 
Miner preorder on DO. 
Proof. It is a straightforward verification that the Egli-Milner pre-order is a monotone 
pre-order on DO, and so the minimum monotone pre-order is a subset of this pre- 
order. 
To show the converse, we first note that, given s, t E Ah, with s L t, either s = t or 
else there is some x E Ab, and some s’ E A*d so that s = s’; 1 and t = s’;x. Since A is 
the least element of Ah,,, it follows that 4(s) = I$(s’; A) = &s’); 4(A) <c&s’); 4(x) = 
q5(t) for any ;-homomorphism 4 : Ah, + C into an ordered ;-algebra. Proposition 2.3 
then implies that the prefix order on Ah, is the minimum monotone pre-order on AC, 
regarded as a ;-algebra. 
Next, if C$ : DO + C is a C-algebra homomorphism into an ordered (C, E)-algebra, 
then s H 4((s)) 1s an ;-algebra map, and so 4 o { -} preserves the prefix order on 
Ah,. Now, if F,G E DO satisfy F 5p Q, then F = (~1, . . .,sm}, G = {tl,. . . , tn} and 
(Vi)@j) s; C tj and (Vj)(3i) si L tj. It follows that 
4(F) = ~({sI) +...+ {sm)) = K{s~))+...+~({s,}) 
<ccN{tl)) + ... + K{tnl) = 4(G). 
Hence F ip G implies that F -&, G. 17 
Now, the (C,E)-algebra DO has a quotient algebra DI which is an ordered (C,E) 
algebra - namely, we take D1 = Do/ =, where = = &, n (50, )-‘, the equivalence 
relation induced by the pre-order &,. This algebra is partially ordered by the order 
d&, induces on it. However, D1 is not a cpo, and so we let D be the ideal com- 
pletion of (01, &,, /-) (cf., [lo]); it is easy to show that each of the operations of 
C extends to a continuous operation on D. So, D is a continuous (2, E)-algebra. If 
[F] denotes the ideal the equivalence class of F generates in the ideal completion 
of D1, then we know there is a C-algebra homomorphism of 9 : S -+ D, and it 
satisfies 
l 9(bs) = [{n)l> 
l %&I = i(S and 
l q&s) = [{&)I, 
since S is the initial ordered (C, E)-algebra. Thus, we define our denotational model to 
be the cpo D; note that 9(S) = K(D), since it is easy to construct a term in S whose 
image under 9 is any given element of DO. 
We also define our ordered operational model 0 = D, and we define a behavior 
map 0 : S -+ 0 by O(s) = [B(s)], where B : S + DO is the mapping we defined above 
using the transition system. Then both 0 and D are cpo’s, and our goal is to show 
that the mappings 0 and 9 are identical. 
Theorem 3.8. The mappings 9 : S ---) D and Co : S + 0 are equal. 
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Proof. Let So be the initial C-algebra. Then S is a quotient of So. The advantage is 
that So is an initial anemic algebra, and so we can apply structural induction here. This 
is not so clearly possible for S, since there are equations in S which have to be dealt 
with. In any case, since Sa is an initial algebra of the same signature as D, there is 
a Z-algebra homomorphism @ : So + D satisfying the clauses enumerated above for 
9. Since S is the quotient of SO modulo the congruence generated by the equations 
in E, it follows that @ factors through the quotient mapping from SO to S. That is, 
if 7c : SO --+ S is the quotient mapping, then there is a C-algebra map $ : S ---f D 
satisfying @ = $ o rc. Since 9 is the unique C-algebra map from S to D, we have 
* = 9. 
Also, we can define a mapping 00 : S + D by composing the quotient map rc : 
SO + S with the mapping Co : S + 0. Clearly, then, we will be finished if we show 
that 00 = @. A routine structural induction on the clauses defining the elements of 
SO shows that 00 is a C-algebra map. For example, the clauses enumerated above 
that @ and $3 satisfy assure that O. acts correctly on the constants of the language 
SO. And, if 1 and m are terms of So, then an induction argument on the rank of the 
terms (where we use the algebraic rank function which assigns 0 to constants and 
adds 1 for each operator) shows that Loo(Z) ; @o(m) = cOo(Z ; m) and 00(l) + Coo(m) = 
&(Z + m). Since @ is the unique Z-algebra map from SO to D, it follows that Q, = 00. 
Remark 3.9. Note the fact that the assignment p H 0 p defined on S is a function 
follows from this corollary. Indeed, by showing that @ = 00, we have concluded that 
0 = 9 as well. This implies that 0 also is a function. The point is that since S 
is an initial algebra subject to the equations E, we cannot apply structural induc- 
tion to S directly, and so a proof about terms of S either has to rely on deriv- 
ing some normal form for those terms, or else on arguments that take the many 
forms a term can have into account. Either approach ultimately relies on the fact 
that S is a quotient of SO, an initial anemic algebra to which structural induction 
applies. 
Corollary 3.10. The denotational model 9 : S + D is order adequate and strongly 
order fully abstract with respect to the operational model 0 : S + 0 = D. 
Proof. Since 9 = 0, if 9(s) 6~ 9(t), then we can take C to be the identity context 
*, and ~(Cbl) 60 @(C[tl). 0 
Thus we have the models for the finitary language S that we need to apply our 
theory. In the ensuing sections, we will delineate exactly how the denotational model 
D can be extended to one for the language of closed terms of the extension of the lan- 
guage S to include identifiers and recursion operators, and how that model will relate 
to the operational 0 = D. 
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This section deals exclusively with the construction of denotational models of ex- 
tensions of L. Throughout his section the only assumptions we will make are that 
9 : L + D is an ordered denotational model for L and that D is a continuous Sz- 
algebra. From 9 we will construct in succession the homomorphisms g~c,rl, 9L{x) , 
and 9c that give the semantics of L[X], L{X}, and L,, respectively. Some of the re- 
sults in this section are generalizations of results proved for particular languages. For 
example, see [3, Ch. 71. 
Let [Ox --+ D] be the collection of Scott continuous maps from the algebraic po 
of semantic environments o D, ordered pointwise. Since D is a continuous Q-algebra, 
Px + D] is also a continuous Q-algebra, with operations defined pointwise. By 
ignoring the semantic environment, it is easy to get a continuous homomorphism ~0 : 
D + [Ox -+ D] given by KDdh = d, where d E D and h E Dx. Let VD : X + [Ox + 
D] be the evaluation function vDxh = hx, where x E X and h E Dx. Although there is 
an obvious difficulty in assigning terms in L[X] denotational meanings in D, there is 
no problem in making [Ox + D] the target of a semantic homomorphism by letting 
gLLxl : L[X] + [Ox + D] 
be the unique Q-algebra homomorphism that makes 
a commutative diagram. 
We want [Ox -+ D] to be an ordered model, not only of L[X], but also of L(X). 
Hence, we want to show there is a canonical Q(X)-algebra homomorphism 9~1x1 : 
L(X) --+ [Ox -+ D]. To do this, we must first make [Ox + D] a continuous Q{X}- 
algebra by defining interpretations in [Ox + D] of the appropriate operators and 
constants. 
One way in which the signature Q(X) extends the signature Q is that each x E X 
becomes a 0-ary operator. Since we want our semantics for L(X) to extend the se- 
mantics given above for its SZ-subalgebra L[X], we let 
X[DX__D] = VOX = Ah.hx. 
The other aspect of the extension of 52 to O(X) relates to the addition of the recur- 
sion operators. Thus, we must define continuous interpretations of the unary operators 
p.- for x E X. Their definition begins with the observation that a semantic envi- 
ronment can be “locally overridden” by altering the value associated with a single 
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identifier. Thus, if x E X, h E Dx, and d E D, then the “locally overridden” semantic 
environment [h 1 x H d] E Dx is given by 
[h 1 x H d]y = 
d ify =x, 
hy otherwise. 
We can then define the mapping pX : Dx x D + Dx by p,(h,d) = [h 1 x H d]. To 
see in an easy fashion that pX is Scott continuous, imagine the product object Dx x D 
to be “rearranged” so that pX coincides with a projection of the product object onto a 
factor, and use the fact that such projections are continuous. The fact that the category 
of cpo’s with Scott continuous maps is Cartesian closed then implies that, for any 
f E [Ox + D], there is a Scott continuous map cur (f o pX) : Dx --) [D -+ D] such 
that the following diagram commutes: 
cur(fopx)x lo 
DxxD------- [D+D]xD 
Px 1 1 aP 
DX 
f 
f D 
where the Scott continuous map ap : [D -+ D] x D + D is application of first argument 
to the second. In particular, if h E Dx and d E D, then 
cur(fopX)hd=f[hIx-d]. 
Note that the mapping 
f Hcur(f opJ :[Dx--+D]+[DxxD+[D--,D]] 
is Scott continuous. Since D is a cpo, by the Scott-Tarski-&raster Theorem, there 
is a Scott continuous least fixed point operator Yo : [D -+ D] -+ D that assigns to 
each continuous elf-map of D its least fixed point. Combining Yo with the mapping 
cur(f opX) : Dx -+ 
recursion operator: 
px[Dx-D1.f = 
The next proposition 
[D + D], we obtain the desired continuous interpretation of the 
yDoc~(fop,) E[DX+D]. 
clarifies the character of the recursion operator ~X[DX+D]. 
Proposition 4.1. If x E X, f E [Ox -+ D] and h E Dx, then 
luc[@‘-o].fh 
is the least fixed point of the mapping 
dHcur(fopx)hd=f[hIx-d]E[D+D]. 
Proof. From the definition of /LXUC[DX_,D], we see that 
~ur[Dx-D].fh=YD(cur(f"px)h). 0 
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Since [o” + D] is now a continuous O(X)-algebra and KD o 9 : L + [o” + D] is 
an a-algebra homomorphism, the universal property of L(X) implies there is a unique 
Q(X)-algebra map QLix) : L{X} + [ox + D] extending KD o 9: 
L - L(x) 
g 
1 1 =%X1 
D- [Ox + D] 
KD 
By Proposition 2.3, since [Ox + D] is an ordered Q(X)-algebra, the mapping QLIx) 
is monotone with respect to &Ix). Note that the restriction of gLlx) to L[X] equals 
~LIxI because the former is an ~-homomorphism that satisfies the universal mapping 
property that defines the latter, 
The next proposition gives some equational properties of 9+) . 
Proposition 4.2. Let x E X, p, ~1,. . . , pn E L, and co E 62. Then 
(i) %{x} h(x) = Ah. -b, 
(ii) %{x) qxj = Nhx), 
(iii) .%{x) (q~) (PI,. . . , PA) = Wm(%{,j PI A,. . . , %{x} pn A) ), 
(iv) 9~1~) (~~{x).p) = Ih.(Y&,,h), where @x,p,h : D -+ D is given by 
%x,p,hd = R(x) P [A I x H 4. 
Proof. This follows easily from the fact that ~L{x) : L(X) + [Ox + D] is an ordered 
denotational model, so 9~1~) both preserves minimal elements and is a homomorphism 
of Q(X)-algebras. 0 
In what may be called the “standard approach” (see [3, Ch. 71) to the denotational 
semantics of languages supporting recursion, the equations of Proposition 4.2 are taken 
to be the definition ~L{x) via structural induction. Even if our goal were only to 
provide a definition of 9L~x) as a function, the standard approach would not be any 
simpler than the approach we have given because the standard approach entails, not 
only giving a definition of 9L(x) , but also giving simultaneously definitions of all 
the functions @l,p,h and resolving the ensuing apparent circularity, as well as proving 
continuity of the functions 9, p,h (so that the Scott-Tars&Knaster Theorem can be 
applied to extract fixed points). Our approach has the advantage of additionally making 
perfectly clear the algebraic character of gL{x) as an Q(X)-homomorphism satisfying 
a universal mapping property. Besides the technical utility of such an understanding 
(evidence of which will be found repeatedly in the remainder of this paper), by thinking 
in algebraic terms we have gained insights necessary to formulate our results in a very 
general setting. 
The following proposition generalizes Lemma 7.14(a) in [3]. 
Proposition 4.3. Zf p E L(X) and h,h’ E fl satisfy hx = h’x for all x E Free(p), 
then 9L{x) p h = gLfx) p h’. 
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Proof. We proceed by induction on rank(p). If rank(p) = 0, then p E L, and so 
9L{Xl p = am is a constant function, so the result follows trivially. 
If rank(p) = 1, then p = x E X. Because QLtXl and 9~1x1 agree on L[X], 
9L(x) p h = 9~~x1 x h = u~h = hx = h’x = 9Ljx) p h’, so that the result holds in this 
case as well. 
Suppose that the result holds for all terms of rank at most n > 0, and let p E L(X) 
have rank n + 1. If p = px.p’ for some p’ E L(X) with rank(p’) <n, then 
%{X} ph = %{X} b.P’H = w[oy+D].(%{x} P’Yt 
= YD (cur (%1x) P’ 0 px) A) 
and 
~L{x) ph’ = 9~1x1 bv’)h’ = ~~LD~@L~x~ P’P 
= YD (cur (~L{XJ P’ 0 px) h’) . 
So, to show that 9L~Xl p h = 9L{x) p h’, it suffices to show that the functions 
cur(9~~x~p’opx)h:D+D and cur(9L(X)p’opx)h’:D-+D 
are the same, since they then will have the same least fixed point. But, for any d E D 
cur C%(X) P’ 0 px> hd = ap (cur (~L{x) P’ 0 px) h, d) 
= %{xj p’(px@, d)) 
= %{xj p’(px(h’, 4) 
= cur (%{,q P’ 0 px) h’d 
the third equality following from the induction hypothesis. 
Similarly, if p = WL{XJ (PI,. . . , pr), then the facts that gLIxl is an Q(X)- 
homomorphism and that all the pi’s have lower rank implies the result holds in this 
case as well. q 
Corollary 4.4. There exists a unique Q-algebra homomorphism ~23~ : L, -+ D such 
that the diagram 
commutes, where the unlabeled arrows all are inclusions. Hence, gC : L, ---f D is an 
ordered denotational model of L,. Note also that, for all p E L, and all h E Dx, 
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Because the terms of the language L(X) have binding operators /JLX in them, we 
need a more elaborate notion of substitution than is provided by the comparatively 
simple algebraic approach that was given for L[X] in Section 3. In general, when 
substitution is defined for languages with binding operators it appears to be in terms 
of transformations that are not homomorphisms. For instance, suppose x,Y E X and 
x#Y. Let 
be a function that substitutes y for free occurrences of x in its argument. In whatever 
manner this function is defined, surely we want 
[Y~{x}/4xL{x} = YW}. 
If [yLixI/x] were a homomorphism of Q(X)-algebras, then we also would have that, 
rYL{x}/xl (W(X) .Q(X) ) = R(X) .([Y~{X}/Xl XL(X) ) = R(X) * YL{X}> 
for all z E X. If we suppress the subscripts, we can rewrite this more informally as 
[Y/Xl (K=) = We ([Y/XIX) = /= Y. 
This last equation is wrong on two counts. First, if z = x, we want 
[Y/Xl (W. x) = cut. 4 
and, second, if z = y, we want 
[Y/Xl (PYJ) = W-Y, 
where w # y. 4 The latter problem is that of avoiding capture by a binding operator of 
identifiers that should occur freely. However, we want - indeed, we need - a treatment 
of substitution in terms of homomorphisms in order to avoid nonalgebraic ad hoc case 
arguments that result when giving complete proofs based on the Curry-Feys definition 
of substitution. Luckily, the observations above show only that the most naive approach 
imaginable does not work. It is still possible to give a treatment of substitution in the 
presence of binding operators in which the process of substitution is the application of 
a homomorphism. 
The essence of the algebraic approach to substitution has two features: 
(i) Treatment from the outset of simultaneous substitution, as opposed to dealing 
with substitution one identifier at a time. A simultaneous substitution corresponds to a 
syntactic environment that assigns to each identifier a term of a language. 
(ii) Proper identification of the sets that are the carriers of the algebras that are the 
domain and codomain of the substitution homomorphism. The domain is the language 
that provides a term on which the substitution homomorphism is supposed to act. The 
codomain is the set of functions from syntactic environments to the language. 
4 By the way, in the last equation, we would not object if it turned out that [y/x] (py.x) = p. y, although 
this is not possible with the classical Curry-Feys definition of substitution [7]. 
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In our specific present setting, our technical results require us to treat, not only the 
language L(X), but also the language consisting of contexts over L(X), i.e., elements 
of Q(X)-algebra L{X}[+] of polynomials in one indeterminate * over L(X). The 
details of this approach are somewhat intricate, so we confine ourselves to an outline 
of the results we need. A complete treatment of these concepts can be found in [15, 171; 
while the problems studied there were substitution in the typed and untyped lambda 
calculi, respectively, the algebraic character of those problems is not essentially different 
from that in this paper. 
The salient points are these: 
(i) From Theorem 4.1 of [17], there is an Q(X)-algebra homomorphism 
Clashset : L{X}[*] -+ (L{X}[*]xu~*~ + .??~,(_X U {*})) 
that satisfies 
Clashset Ce = U{Free*(ey) ( y E Free*(C)}. 
(We remark in passing that the S2{X}-algebra structure of the codomain is not defined 
pointwise.) The homomorphism Clashset is used to determine when there is a “clash” 
between the binding operator and the identifiers that should be 
substitution. If so, the binding operator must be changed. 
(ii) Let eo : X U {*} -+ L{X}[*] be the inclusion map. We 
G = L{X}[*]xu{*) + L{X}[*], 
free in the result of a 
can regard 
the set of functions from syntactic environments to terms, as an Q{X}-algebra under 
the following interpretations of the operators in sZ{X}: 
. OG (gl ,...,g,Je = qx)[*] (ae,...,gne) for each 0 E 52, 
l XGg=gX foreachxEX, and 
l &G- 9) e = Pqx)[*]. (9 [e 1 X I---) a{~)[*& where 
{ 
X if x $! S, 
z= new(S) if x E S, 
S = Clashset (~~{~)l+l. (geo))e, and new : 9+&W*) -+ XU{*} satisfies new(S) # 
s. 
(iii) Now, there is an Q-algebra map 1 H 2e.Z : L L) G, and this extends uniquely 
to a substitution homomorphism 
Y : L(X) -+ G 
of Q(X)-algebras, as indicated in the following diagram. (A note of reassurance for 
the reader: if p E L{X} and e : X U { } * + L{X}[*], then the value assigned to * by 
a syntactic environment e simply has no effect on the result 9’ p e of performing the 
substitution, as one would expect from the fact that * does not appear in p.) 
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(iv) The universal property of L{X}[ ] * as an O(X)-algebra leads to the definition 
of the another substitution homomorphism 
9” : L{X}[*] --) G, 
which is the unique L?(X)-homomorphism that makes the following diagram com- 
mute: 
L{Xl 
incl incl - UWC*I- {*I 
L-G 
lr?&.l 
The three Q(X)-homomorphisms Clashset, Free* and Y’ are related to one another 
by the following theorem. 
Theorem 4.5 (Oles92a, Theorem 4.10). For all C E L{X}[*] and all e E (L{X} 
[*IX”‘*‘), 
Clashset C e = Free*(Y* Ce). 
Given a context C E L{X}[*] and a term p E L(X), we can define the substitution 
of p for * in C by 
C[PI = Y* C.i,, where jP E L{X}[*]xu{*) -+ L{X}[*] is j, = [eO 1 * +-t p]. 
One indication that this definition works properly is provided by the following re- 
sult. 
Proposition 4.6. If p E L(X), and C E L{X}[*], then C[p] E L(X). 
Proof. Clearly, C[p] f L{X}[r]. Since * @ Free’p, it follows from Theorem 4.5 that 
* $! Free*(C[p]), and hence that C[p] E L(X). 0 
A closed context is a context over L,, i.e., a polynomial in the Q-algebra L,[*]. 
Closed contexts are the contexts that matter in proving full abstraction results for L,. 
Although closed contexts only form an Q-algebra, they may contain binding operators, 
so that substituting for * in a closed context makes use of the Q(X)-homomorphism 
sP* . Thus, if C E L,[*] and p E L,, then 
C[p] = Y* C j,. 
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Proposition 4.7. (i) L,[*] = {C E L{X}[*] 1 Free*(C) = 0). 
(ii) v C E L,[*] and p E L,, then C[p] E L,. 
Proof. By using the commutative diagram that defines Free*, it is easy to see that 
L[*l C{C E L{X}[*] ( Free*(C) = S}. 
To obtain the reverse inclusion, one proves by induction on n that, for all finite sets 
S of identifiers, 
{C E L{X}[*] 1 Free*(C)C_S and rank(C)<n} &Ls. 
The second part of the proposition then follows from the first part by using Propo- 
sition 4.6. 0 
The following result shows that this approach to substitution and the one presented 
earlier for !&algebras of polynomials over L agree where they overlap. 
Theorem 4.8. Let Q E L[X][*] = L[*][X], so that Q can be viewed both as a context 
over the Q-algebra L[X] and as an SZ-polynomial in X over L[*]. 
(i) If x E X is used to determine via the methods of Section 2 the a-algebra 
homomorphism [Q/x] : L[*][X] --) L[*][X], then for all C E L[X][*], 
[Q/x] C = Y* C [eo 1 x H Q]. 
(ii) Using the inclusion 1 : L[X] + L[X][*] to induce the Q-algebra homomorphism 
6* H Ql : WI[*l -+ WI[*l, 
we have, for all C E L[X][*], 
z[* t-+ Q] C = Y* C [eo ) * H Q], 
thereby showing the notation C[Q] is unambiguous. 
Proof. Since this result is implicit in [ 171, we only sketch the proof. For the first part, 
just show that the function C +-+ Y* C [es 1 x H Q] fi-om L[X][*] to itself is an L2- 
algebra homomorphism that satisfies the universal mapping property that defines [Q/x]. 
For the second part, establish the same relationship between C H Y* C [es I * H Q] 
and z[* H Q]. 0 
Now, the family [D -+ [Ox -+ D]] of continuous maps from D to [OX ----f D] is an 
Q(X)-algebra pointwise. So, again using the universal mapping property for L{X}[*], 
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we can define the denotational semantics of L{X}[*]. 
Given a syntactic environment e E L{X}X”‘*) and a semantic environment h E ox, 
we define the related semantic environment 
h,EDX by h,x = 9,q,q (ex) h. 
The following result plays a crucial role in our development. This theorem sums up 
the semantic effect of substitution. It expresses the denotational meaning of a context 
Y* Ce created by substitution in the presence of a semantic environment h in terms 
of the meaning of C as well as the meanings of ex as x ranges over X U {*}. 
Theorem 4.9. If C E L{X}[*], e E L{X}xu{*) and h E Dx, then 
9* C (LBL{x) (e*) h) he = LBqx) (9* C e) h. 
Proof. We prove this by rank induction on C. The cases that rank(C) = 0 or 1 are 
routine, as is the case that C = 0~{~11*1 (C,, . . . , C,), so we confine our proof to the 
case that C = ~~{x)l*l .Ci. In this case, 
S(X) (Y* (PL{x)[*I .CI )e) h = %{x) (PL{x~[+I .(y* CI [e I x ++ ~1)) k 
where 
X if x #S, 
z= 
new(S) if x E S, 
and 
S = Clashset (p~{~)l*l .(Y* Ci es)) e = Clashset (~q,ql+l. CI ) e 
= U{Free*(ey) ( y E (Free* Cl) \{x}}. 
Hence, 
S(X) (y* (~L{X}[*l* C~)e)h = P[DY-DI.(%{x} (Y* Cl [e 1 x ++zl))h 
= YD (cur ((R(x) (9’ Cl [e Ix H ~1)) 0 ml h) 
=YD(dH~~(X}(C40*C1[eIxHzl)[hIzHdl). 
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On the other hand, 
g* WL{X)[*I. Cl ) C%(X) te*) h) he 
= P[D-[P-D]] .( g* C~)(%{X) te*)h)h 
= ~.~Dw+DI.(~* CI (%{x) te*)h)>h 
= YD (cm ((9* Cl (~L{x) (e*) A)) 0 px> he) 
= YD (d +-+ 9* Cl (%{x) (e*> h) [he I x H dl). 
Now, 
[h, 1 x H d]x = d = QL{x) z [h ( z H dl = G%(X) ([e I x H ~1x1 [A I z ++ dl 
= P I z H dl[e+] ~9 
while, for y # x, 
[h,Ix~dly=~~{~}(ey)h=~~{~}(ey)[hIz~dl 
since we know z $ Free* (e y). Thus, we conclude 
[h, I x ++ dl y = 9~1x1 (ev> V I z ++ dl = %{x) ([e I x H ~1~1 [A I z H dl 
= [h I z ++ dl[elxcz] Y. 
Since, e * = [e I x H z] *, for each d E D, we can conclude that 
g* Cl C%(X) (e*) h) We I x H dl = 9* Cl (~Lc(x} ([e I x +-+ zl*) A) [he I x H dl, 
so the inductive hypothesis and our calculation above imply that 
g* Cl (%{x) (e*)h) [he Ix H d] = ~~~~~ (Y* Cl [e I x I-+ z]) [h I z I-+ d], 
and this means that 
R(X) (9’ (F-Q{x)[*I Cl I.4 h 
=Y~(d~~~{X}(~*C1[eIx~zl)[hlz~dl) 
= YD (d H Q* Cl (C%{X) (e*)h) [he I x H dl) 
= Q* (PL{X+I CI).(%{X} (e*)h)b. 
This proves the result. 0 
The following corollary generalizes Lemma 7.14(b) of [3]. 
Corollary 4.10. Zf p E L(X), e E L{X}xut*), and h E fl, then 
9~1x1 p he = S(X) (9 p e) h. 
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Proof. 
Corollary 4.11. Zf C E L{X}[*], p E L{X} and h E @, then 
JB* W%{x} ph)h = S(x) (C[pl)h, 
Proof. If we take e = j, and let h E Dx, then we note that 
hjPx = 9Ll,y) (j,x) h = hx, 
since j,x = x for every x E X. Taking e = j, in the preceding theorem, we find 
that 
9* C(~.qx) ph)h=g* C(~L{X) (jp*)h)hjp 
= %{x) (y* Cjp)h = BL{XJ (Cbl)h. •I 
Our final results in this section bring the mappings rc,, : L(X) --+ L into the picture. 
When we introduced these mappings in Section 2, we indicated that they played a role 
in relating the operational meaning of a recursive term to its denotational meaning. And, 
in the next section, we use the rc,‘s to extend the operational semantics 0 : L + 0 
to an operational semantics for L,. The following results provide the link we need to 
guarantee that the extended operational semantics is consistent with the denotational 
semantics we have derived. 
Lemma 4.12. Zf p,q E L[X] and h E Dx, then 3~~x1 ([p/x]q) h = 52~~x1 q [h 1 x H 
.9~p] p h] provided x $ Free(p). 
Proof. To be perfectly clear about it, in this lemma [p/x] is an a-algebra homomor- 
phism from ,5[*][X] to itself. 
We want to use Corollary 4.11. Let p, q E L[X] and h E Dx be given. We first use 
the a-algebra homomorphism [*/xl : L[*][X] + L[*][X] to define the context 
Q E W4[*1 by Q = [*/xl 4 
Just as in the proof of Proposition 2.20, we see that q = Q[x] and x $! Free*(Q). 
Clah. bhlq = Q[PI. 
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Indeed, this can be shown by a simple computation, where 1 : L[X] -+ L[X][*] is 
the inclusion: 
[P/XI q = [P/XI <Qbl> 
= [P/XI Cd* ++ xl Q> 
= UP/XI 0 I)[* ++ PI Q 
= 4* ++ PI Q 
= Q[PI, 
where the sequence of equalities have the following justifications: 
(i) By the construction of Q. 
(ii) By the definition of Q[x]. 
(iii) By Corollary 2.12. 
(iv) By Lemma 2.19, which applies because ([p/x] o ~)IF~~~*(Q) = ~IF~~~*(Q). 
(v) By the definition of Q[p]. 
Now, to prove this lemma, we note that, for h E dy, 
-%[x~(b/xlq)~ = %{xj tQbl)h = L@* Q(%[xJ ph)h, 
the last equality following from Corollary 4.11. 
Likewise, 
%x1 4 [A I x - %[Xl Phi 
= %{X} 4 [A I x - %[A-] phi 
= %XI <Qbl> W I x H %,, phl 
=~*Q~~~~~~~~~l~~~~~~~p~l)[h~~~~~,~~ph], 
the last equality again following from Corollary 4.11. Moreover, since x $ Free*(Q), 
%u 4 [A I x H %x1 Phi 
= g* Q (%I x [h I x H %[xl P hl) [h I x H %[xl p h] 
= g* Q (%[A-] ph) h, 
SO that both sides of the desired equation are equal to the same thing, namely, 
g* Q(~L[xI ph)h. This proves the lemma. 0 
Theorem 4.13. The mapping 9L{x) : L(X) --+ [Ox -+ D] satisfies 
Proof. Fix p E L{X}. We prove the result by induction on the rank of p. The cases 
that rank(p) d 1 are easy, since all 71,‘s are the identity map on these terms. And, the 
case that p = wL{x) (PI,. . . , pm) also follows routinely. So, we consider only the case 
that p = ,UXL{X). p’, knowing that the result holds for p’. 
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Fix h E ti, and let d = 52L{x~ (,LLQ{~). p’)h E D. Since 9~{~1 is a homomorphism, 
d = ~~Dx-+D~. (.9LIXI p’)h, and so d is the least fixed point of the function F(d’) = 
gLlx) p’ [h 1 x H d’]. Hence, d = F(d) = UnEN d,, where do =_LD and d,+l = F(d,). 
Now, let A = {b,, 1 m <n E N} be defined recursively by 
l 60,~ =ID for all n E N, and 
l &l+1,n+1 = %{x) (dp’)) [h I x +-+ &,,I for m,n > 0. 
The fact that the rc,‘s are monotone with respect o the minimum monotone pre-order 
on L(X), together with the fact that 9LIXl is a homomorphism i ply that A is directed 
by the product order on N x N (i.e., (m,n) 6 (m’,n’) iff m <m' and n<n’). 
Claim 1. For each n E N, d, = Unbm&,,,. 
We prove this by induction on m E N. For the case m = 0, the result is clear. 
Assume it holds for some m, and consider d,+l. By definition, 
d m+l = ~L{x) P’ [A 1 x ++ dml = 
the last equality following from the inductive hypotheses on p and m. Since all the 
mappings and operations are continuous, we can bring both suprema in the last term 
to the outside, obtaining, 
d m+l 
We claim that this last term is equal to Unarn+, &+i,,. Indeed, each term 
6 m+l,n = S(X) (T-l(P'H [A I x I--+ hn,n-11 
occurs in the family of terms 
y = {%[Xl(%(P'))[h I x ++ S,,] l II E N,k>m} 
so the supremum of the Gm+isl’s i at most the value of dm+l. But, conversely, each 
term in Y is dominated by some term &+i, for some n 2 m + 1, since A is directed. 
Hence 
which proves the inductive step, and hence proves the claim. 
Claim 2. For each n E N, &,,, = 9~~x1 (q&x.p’))h. 
We prove this by induction on n E N. For n = 0, the result is trivial. Assume it 
holds for some n E N. Then, 
&+1,n+1 = %[X] (GdP’)) [h I x H 4l,nl 
= ~L[X1 (%(P'))W I x H %[X] (G(PX.P’)) Al 
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= %[X] ([~,(~.P’)/Xl(~n(P’)))h 
= %[X] (%+1(~.P’)) k 
the last equality following from the definition of rc,+l. 
The inductive step now follows, since 
S(X) F-Q{x). P’ h = d = U dm 
= ; U+,~n+l,n 
= l_l %[X] (dFP’)) h. 
m 
The result then follows by induction on rank(p). 0 
Corollary 4.14. Zf p E L,, then 9Jp) = UnEN 9(nnn(p)). 
Example 4.15 (continued). Let us again consider our example language S. Corollary 
4.14 makes it easy to compute the denotational meanings of simple programs involving 
recursion. Let a be an atomic action. 
(i) Let p1 = ,LX..X. Then, for all n, q(p1) = bs. Hence ZBC(pl) =&I. 
(ii) Let p2 = p..x.(a ;x). Then 
so that 
(iii) Let p3 = ~(6,s + (x; a)). Using that 6s is a zero for +, 
xo(p3) = bs, 711(p3) = bs;a, n2(p3) = bs;a;a, 713(~3) = bs;a;a;a,...> 
so that 
%(Ps) =lo# S(%). 
(iv) Let p4 = px.(ss + (X ; a)). Using right distributivity of + over ;, which holds 
in S, we see 
no = bs, nt(p4) = ss + (bs ;a), K2(p4)=ss+u+(bs;a;a), 
so that 
S(P4) = UutwH I n E w. 
h-r particular, gc(p2) is a proper subset of gc(p4). 
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5. Operational semantics of L, 
In the last section we gave a denotational semantics for the language L, of closed 
terms in L(X) based on some simple assumptions about the denotational model of L. 
We now show how to extend the operational model 0 : L + 0 to one for L,using the 
following assumptions that pertain only to the operational model of L: the mapping 
0 : L + 0 is an ordered operational model and 0 is a cpo. 
In order to extend 0 to L,, it is necessary to define the behavior of recursive terms, 
,ux.p (as well as the other terms of L,). This is where the mappings n, enter the 
picture. Proposition 2.18 shows that each term of L, has its image in L under n, for 
each n E N. And, Proposition 2.16 implies that the sequence {xn( P)}“~N is increasing 
with respect to 5~ for each term p E L,. So, the monotonicity property of 0 means 
that the sequence {O(TC,(~))),,~N is increasing in 0. Hence, we can use this sequence 
to define the behavior of oC(p) for each p E L,. 
Definition 5.1. We define the mapping Lo, : L, + 0 by O,(p) = u, O(zn(p)) for each 
P EL,. 
Proposition 5.2. The mapping 0, : L, -+ 0 is monotone with respect to -&, and 
satisfies UC(p) = O(p) for each p E L. Hence 6, : L, + 0 is an ordered operational 
model for L,. 
Proof. Recall that L, is an O-algebra by definition, and so Corollary 2.4 shows that, 
if p 5~~ q, then n,(p) 5~ x”(q) for each n E N. Thus, 
Also, if p E L, then the definition of x, implies 7c, IL= lo, and so 
t%(P) = Ll Q(%(P)) = u O(P) = O(P). 0 
nEN r&N 
Corollary 4.4 and Proposition 5.2 show that mild assumptions about D and 0 that 
one would expect when both are cpo’s allow us to give both a denotational model and 
a clearly defined operational meaning for all closed terms in L,. 
Example 5.3 (continued). Returning to our example language S and its extension S,, 
we see it is clear from Theorem 3.8, Corollary 4.14, and the definition of 0, that 
0, = ac. In particular, 9c is obviously fully abstract with respect to 0,. Although 
full abstraction is not a serious issue for S,, it is the use of the algebraic approach 
developed here that makes this observation so easy to prove. Basically, all the work 
was done in studying the semantics of the ground language S. 
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6. Order adequacy and strong order full abstraction 
In this section we assume the conditions needed for the last two sections: 
(i) 53 : L --) D is an ordered denotational model for L and D is a continuous 
Q-algebra. 
(ii) 0 : L + 0 is an ordered operational model for L and 0 is a cpo. 
Having set the stage by extending the operational model 0 : L + 0 to an operational 
model 0, : L, -+ 0, and extending the denotational model 9 : L -+ D to a denotational 
model ~23~ : L, + D, we now are ready to establish the main results of the paper. In this 
section, we first explain when the order adequacy relation for models of L to can be 
lifted to of LC, and then we do the same for strong order Ml abstraction. Crucial to our 
arguments are two conditions mentioned in the Introduction. Recall the denotational 
finiteness condition.. 
l for all p E L and q E LC, 9(p)< U{C@n,(q))ln E N} implies that there exists 
some m E N such that B(p) <9(xm(q)) 
and the similar operational finiteness condition: 
l for all p E L and q E L,, O(p)< U{B(zn,(q))jn E N} implies that there exists some 
m E N such that Lo(p) < 0(x,(q)). 
First we prove that G2c is order adequate with respect o 0,. 
Theorem 6.1. If 9 is order adequate with respect to 0 and the denotational finiteness 
condition holds, then QC is order adequate with respect to 0,. 
Proof. Suppose that p,q E L, with Qd,(p) <pC2C(q), and let n E N. By Corollary 4.14, 
S%(P)) 4D&llWbI(P)) = 9(P) GMq) = ~l$WbiI(4)). 
Hence, there exists an integer k(n) such that, for all integers m >k(n), 
59(~~,(p))<p$S(n,(q)). By order adequacy of 9 with respect to Co, for all 
integers m>k(n), Q(n,(p))<&(nAq)). Hence, QG(P))GoU,,~ O(n,(q)) = 
G(q). 
Thus, 
which proves the desired result. 0 
Closed contexts enter into the statement of the following strengthened version of 
order adequacy, which is the converse of order full abstraction. 
Proposition 6.2. Assume 9 is order adequate with respect to Co and the denotational 
finiteness condition holds. Let p,q E L,. Zf 9C(p)<&2C(q), then, for all closed con- 
texts C E L[*l, WC[pl)~0WCbd). 
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Proof. Suppose $Sc(p) GD$Bc(q). Let C be a closed context and let h E @‘. We then 
have 
%(C[Pl) = (KD O %)(C[Pl)h 
= 9L{X} (C[Pl)h 
= LB* C@L{X} Ph)h 
= Q* CC% P)h 
d Dg* C(%q)h 
= . . . 
= %(C[Pl)? 
where the justifications for the steps of the computation up to the . . . are as follows: 
(i) By the definition of rc~. 
(ii) By Corollary 4.4. 
(iii) By Corollary 4.11. 
(iv) By Corollary 4.4 and the definition of rc~. 
(v) Since 9*C is continuous, and, hence, monotone. 
Finally, order adequacy of _9Jc with respect to Lo, gives cO,(C[p]) GoO,(C[q]). 0 
The next theorem shows that strong order full abstraction can be lifted from $3 and 
0 to 9c and Co,. An important point that ensures that the proof goes through is that 
the constructed closed context C actually turns out to be in L[*]. 
Theorem 6.3. Assume 93 is strongly order fully abstract with respect to 8 and the 
operational jniteness condition holds. 
6) rf p,q E L, and ~3~(p) &D 9Jq), then there is some context C E L[*] 
satisfying O,(C[p]) $0 O,(C[q’]) for every q’ EL, with q &, q’. 
(ii) ~33~ is strongly order fully abstract with respect to 0,. 
Proof. Assume that gc(p) 6~ 9Jq) for p,q E L,. Since we have 5Sc(p) = 
UnEN 9(x,(p)), it follows that there is some m E N such that 22(zm(p)) <D 9Jq). 
Then, S(q) = UnEN Q(n,(q)) implies that 9(nm(p)) 60 ?2(7cJq)). We now ap- 
ply the fact that 93 is strongly order fully abstract with respect to 0 to conclude 
there is some context C E L[*] with ~(C[TC,(~)]) 6 o O(C[q’]) for any q’ E L with 
z&q) 5~ q’. If q’ E L, satisfies q 5~~ q’, then z,,(q) 5~ z,(q’) for each n E N. 
Hence, n,(q) 5~ nm+dq') for each n E N so @(C[~(p)l) 60 RC[~m+n(q’)l) for 
each n E N. We apply Proposition 2.15 to conclude that O(C[TT,,JP)]) = O(z,(C[p])) 
and O(C[~m+n(d)l> = @(G+~ (C[q’])) for each n E N. By the operational finiteness 
condition, O(G(C[PI)) $0 UnEN @(C[ h+n(4’)l) = @(WI). Since Whn,(C[pl)> 
<00o,(C[p]), it follows that O,(C[pl) 60 O,(C[q’]). 
Since C E L[*] c L{X}[*], C has no occurrences of any identifiers at all, and this 
means C E L,[*]. From this, strong order full abstraction of ~3~ with respect to Lot 
follows. 0 
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7. The extension to algebras satisfying equations 
The principal results so far are Theorems 6.1 and 6.3, which give conditions under 
which order adequacy and strong order full abstraction results for a ground language 
L can be lifted to corresponding results for an extension language L, that supports 
recursion. However, the language L, of closed terms is anemic, so that any equational 
laws valid in L do not hold in L,. In this section, we extend Theorems 6.1 and 6.3 to 
languages atisfying equations. 
In this section, we suppose L is a language that satisfies a family of equational 
laws, E, so that L is an (@Q-algebra. We also assume that we are given an ordered 
operational model 0 : L --+ 0, where 0 is a cpo, and a related ordered denotational 
model $2 : L -t D, where D is a cpo that is a continuous (Q,E)-algebra. 
Since all the operators that appear in the equations in E are in Q(X) as well as s2, 
we also can consider (S;Z{X},E)-algebras when the need arises. Given an algebra A, 
we will denote by AE the algebra of congruence classes with respect o the smallest 
congruence generated by E. In particular, if A is an Q-algebra, then AE is the Q-algebra 
quotient of A, while if A is an 02(X}-algebra, then A has an Q(X)-algebra structure. 
By @A : A -+ AE we mean the projection homomorphism in the appropriate category 
of algebras. 
None of the extensions L[X], L(X), and L, that we have studied satisfy the set E 
of equations atisfied by L. From a programming language viewpoint, it might seem 
preferable to assume that any laws that hold in the base language L also hold in 
extensions upporting the addition of identifiers and recursion. Thus, we would like to 
consider the semantics of Lc~, which, according to our notation, is the Q(X)-algebra 
L, of closed terms modulo (the congruence generated by) E. 
Before we go further, we should explain why we first have shown our results for 
algebras without equational laws. We could say that it simply was easier not to lug a 
set of equations through the proofs, and this surely would be true. However there is an 
important echnical reason why this is not possible, and it is connected to our heavy 
reliance on algebraic techniques. We have made extensive use of rank functions, i.e., 
homomorphisms into N. If the domain of a rank function satisfies some arbitrary set 
of equations, then its image, which we expect o be an infinite subset of N, also would 
have to satisfy the same set of equations. But, we simply do not see how to define 
usable rank functions in such generality. In particular, while we can define Q-algebra 
structures on fV when necessary, we do not see how to make IV into an (Sz, E)-algebra. 
So we are left with the course actually taken: to prove the desired results in the anemic 
case, and then use universal algebra to extend them to the equational case. 
The extensions to L we study in this section are 
(i) L[X],, the Q-algebra L[X] modulo E, 
(ii) L{X}E, the 622(X}-algebra L(X) modulo E, and 
(iii) Lc~, the O(X)-algebra L, modulo E. 
Are these quotient algebras truly extensions of L? Since each of L[X], L(X), and L, 
contains L as an O-subalgebra, nd L satisfies E, no elements of L are identified on 
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passing to the quotient algebras, and, thus, we may assume L is an Sz-subalgebra of 
each quotient. 
Since L(X) and L, are anemic algebras, the congruence on L, generated by E is the 
restriction to L, of the congruence on L(X) generated by E. This enables us to apply 
the Second Isomorphism Theorem ([6, p.81) to conclude that LC~ may be identified with 
Qx}(LC), the image in L{X}E of L, under the projection homomorphism. A similar 
argument shows us that L[X], may be identified with @L{x)(L[X]), the projection of 
L[X] into L{X}E. 
The (Q, E)-algebra L[X], can be regarded as a polynomial algebra like the O-algebra 
L[X] because it satisfies a similar universal mapping property arising from the fact that 
L[X], is the coproduct of L and the free algebra Tor[X] generated by X in the category 
of (a, E)-algebras. In like fashion, L{X}E satisfies a universal mapping property similar 
to that satisfied by L(X) because L{X}, is the free (Q{X},E)-algebra generated by 
the (C&E)-algebra L. Finally, the fact that L(X), when regarded only as an Q-algebra, 
is a polynomial algebra over L generated by X U {pxp 1 x E X, p E L{X}} generalizes 
to L(X),: in the category of (C&E)-algebras, L{X}E is a polynomial algebra over L 
generated by X U {p.p 1 x E X, p E L(X)}. 
Using the same reasoning as in the definition of the mappings rc, in Section 2, we 
can define (Q,E)-algebra homomorphisms $,, : L{X}E + L[X], as follows: 
l $a : L{X}E + L[X], is the homomorphism determined by 
(i) the inclusion f = z : L - L[X],, 
(ii) the inclusion map x H x : X -+ L[X],, and 
(iii) the constant map p.p H by for each x E X and each p E L{X}E. 
l t,hn+l : L{X}E + L[X], is the homomorphism determined by 
(i) the inclusion f = 1 : L - L[X],, 
(ii) the inclusion map x H x : X - L[X],, and 
(iii) the mapping ,ux.p ++ [I,&(,LLL~)/x]($~(~)) for each x E X and each p E L{X}E. 
As in the case of the Q’S, the well-definedness of $,,+I (p) depends on the fact that 
&&Lx.~) actually is in L[X]E, which ensures that the substitution [I,&(,ux.~)~] is a 
self-map of L[X]E. 
Lemma 7.1. For each n E hl, $n 0 @qx) = @.qx] 0 %. 
Proof. We proceed by induction on n E N. To begin, @~[xl o no : L(X) + L[X], is 
an Q-algebra mapping into the (QE)-algebra L[X]E. It is routine to show that 
l &lx1 o rco o z : L --) L[X], is the natural inclusion in the category of (C&E)-algebras, 
l ~P~l~l(x~(x)) = x : X + L[X], is the natural inclusion, and 
l @~~&n&x.p)) = bL for each x E X and each p E L(X). 
Since L[X]E is an (C&E)-algebra, this implies that there is an (C&E)-algebra map 
$I, : L(X), + L[X], satisfying $h 0 @L(X) = %1x1 o x0. The conditions just listed for 
&Ix1 o rco imply that I+$; satisfies the defining conditions listed above for $0, and since 
these conditions uniquely determine I+& the mappings are equal. Thus $0 0 @LL(X) = 
II/ ; 0 @L{,} = @L[X] 0 710. 
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For the inductive step, assume it has been shown that I,$, 0 @L{x) = &lx] 0 n,. Again, 
it is routine to show that 
. @&Y]o%l+lor : L -+ L[X], is the natural inclusion in the category of (SZ,E)-algebras, 
. @L[x](GI+l(x)) = x : X + L[X], is the natural inclusion in the category of (SZ,E)- 
algebras, and 
l @L[xI(~~+I(wJ)) = [b(~.~~[xl(p))/xl~~(~~[~~(~)) for each xE X and each P E 
L(X) (this last using the inductive hypothesis). 
Once again this implies that there is an (Q,E)-algebra map I&+] : L(X), -+ L[X], 
satisfying I+$+~ 0 GQiX) = QLIXl o rc,+i, and the conditions just enumerated imply that 
satisfies the defining conditions for &+l. Hence the maps again are equal, and so 
0 %{X} = +;+i 0 @L(X) = QiL[X] 0 %+1. 0 
Corollary 7.2. &(&E) 2 L fir each n E N. 
Proof. If p E LCE, then there is some p’ E L, with @I = p. Then I+&(P) = 
&(@~cx,(p’)) = @~&z~(p’)) E @L&L) CL, the membership following from Pro- 
position 2.18. 0 
Recall that the extended operational model 0, : L, -+ 0 is defined by Lo,(p) = 
U{znn(p) 1 n E N} (cf. Proposition 5.2), while the extended denotational model 
9 c : L, + D is defined using the universal algebra structure of L, (cf. Corollary 
4.4). 
Corollary 7.3. (i) Assume the denotational finiteness condition holds. Then, for all 
p E L and q E LC~, 9(p)<~U{9(tj~(q))ln E N} implies that there exists some 
m E fW such that 9(p)do9(&(q)). 
(ii) Assume the operational jiniteness condition holds. Then, for all p E L and 
q E LC~, O(p)<oU{O(+a(q))ln E N} implies that there exists some m E N such 
that O(P) G @(&4q)). 
Proof. These follow from the corresponding properties for 9 and 0, and from the 
preceding result. q 
The next result gives both an ordered operational model and an ordered denotational 
model for LC~. To avoid subscripts on subscripts, we let Qc : L, --+ L,E denote the 
projection homomorphism on the closed terms. 
Proposition 7.4. (i) There is a &-monotone mapping OCR : Lc~ -+ 0 such that 
0 & 0 Qc = 0,. 
(ii) There is an (SZ{X},E)-algebra homomorphism 9=~ : LC~ -+ D satisfying gC~ o 
Qi, = &. 
Proof. ( 1) Let p E LCE. Then there is some p’ E L, with @all) = p, and 
so Corollary 7.2 implies that, for each n, &(p) = @&~,(p’)). It follows that 
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f+“(P) I n E w is an increasing family, and so the same is true of {0($,(p)) 1 n E 
N} C_ 0. Then, we can define 
To see that OcE preserves the minimum monotone pre-order, we appeal to Proposi- 
tion 2.3 and the monotonicity of 0. 
(2) For g&, note that since D is an (L&E)-algebra, the same is true of p and 
of [o” -+ D], since both of these function algebras are defined pointwise. Then the 
Q-algebra homomorphism 9~1x1 : L(X) --+ [o” + D] factors through the (L&E)- 
algebra L{X},y. Thus, there is an (Q,E)-algebra map L@L{x)~ : L(X), -+ [o” + D] 
with 9L{X), o @ = 9L{X). Then we can define !&E : L,E 4 [fl + D] by &E = 
9 L{x)~ LEE. Then, 
9cE = %{X}E I&E = @L(X), o @c)lL, = %{X} IL, = 90 
the last equality following from Corollary 4.14. 0 
Before proving the main theorem of this section, we must consider what it means 
to substitute a value in a context in the equational setting. We need only consider in 
detail a fairly special situation. Suppose C E L[*]E and p E Lc~. Define C[p] E Lc~ 
by 
C[Pl = 11[* - PIG 
where zi[* ++ p] : L[*]E + Lc~ is the unique homomorphism of (Q,E)-algebras 
that extends the inclusion 11 : L + Lc~ and sends * to p. (The overbar distin- 
guishes it from zi[* H p], which, according to the notational conventions of Sec- 
tion 2, is an L&algebra homomorphism from L[*] to Lc~.) If C’ E L[*] and p’ E 
L,, then we have seen in Section 2 how to define C’[p’] E L,. It is easy to see 
that 
C’[p’] = 12[* I---+ p’]C’, 
where 12 : L + L, is the inclusion map. 
Proposition 7.5. Let C E L[*]E, p E Lc~, C’ E L[*] and p’ E L, be such that 
C = @,,,,(C’) and p = &(p’). Then 
C[Pl = WC’[P’l). 
Proof. We use the universal mapping property that defines the Q-algebra homomor- 
phism 
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followed by an application of Corollary 2.12, to obtain the following chain of equalities: 
ap1= 11[* - Pl(@L[*l(C’)) 
= z1[* H p]C’ 
= (@c 0 12)[* H @c(p’)lC’ 
= &(22[* H p’]C’) = @,(C’[p’]) 0 
We now prove the main theorem of this paper. 
Theorem 7.6. (i) If 92 is order adequate with respect to 0 and the denotational 
finiteness condition holds, then &e is order adequate with respect to OcE. 
(ii) rf 9 is strongly order fully abstract with respect to 0 and the operational 
finiteness condition holds, then 9 & is strongly order fully abstract with respect to 
0 cE. 
Proof. (1) This follows directly from Theorem 6.1 and the fact that gcs and Co, are 
induced by 9c and O,, respectively. 
(2) Assume that 5Sc~(p) $b gcE(q) for p,q E Lc~. Then there are p’,q’ E L, with 
@(p’) = p and @(q’) = q, and gd,&p) = ~2~(p’) and 9&q) = gc(q’). As in the 
proof of Theorem 6.3, we have 5Bc(p’) = UnEN 9(an(p’)), and it follows that there 
is some m E IV such that 9(x&p’)) 60 Qc(q’). Then, 9Jq’) = UnEN 9(z,(q’)) 
implies that ~(R~(P’)) db 9(rzm(q’)). Since 9 is strongly order fully abstract with 
respect to Co, there is some context C E L[*] with O(c[~~,(p’)l) go O(C[q”]) for any 
q” E L with x,(q) 5~ q”. 
Note that the restriction of QXl to L is just the inclusion map from L into L{X}e. 
If q” E Lc~ satisfies q 5LeB q”, then, because x,(9’) E L, x,(9’) = e”(q) 5~ &(q”) 
for each n E N. Hence, x,(q’) dL t,bm+n(q”) for each n E N, so ~(C[TC,(~‘)]) $0 
cO(C[$m+,(q”)]) for each n E N. We apply Proposition 2.15 to conclude that 
O(C[n,(p’)]) = U(r~,(c[p’])), and Corollary 2.12 implies that O(C[&,,+n(q”)]) = 
whm+n(@L[*1(0kI”1)) f or each n E N. By the operational finiteness condition (part 
2 of Corollary 7.3), @(7bdC[p’l)) d0 UnEN @(C[h+n(q”)l) = ~,(@L[*](c)[q”l). 
Since O(~,(C[p’]))~oO,(C[p’l), it follows that Oc~(**(C)[pl) = O,(C[p’l) 510 
@&(@LL[*](C)[q”]). Finally, since C E L[*] c L{X}[*], C has no variables, and this 
means that C E L,[*], from which it follows that @~l+l(C) E Lcs[*], the (Q,E)-algebra 
of contexts over L&. 0 
Example 7.7 (conclusion). We return to the simple example language we began dis- 
cussing in Section 2. The base language S whose syntax is given by the BNF-like 
production rules: 
p::=bs I & I ES I a I p;q I p+q, 
so that S is the free (L&E) algebra where the signature Sz consists of the constants b, 6 
and E, together with the family {a I a E A}, and has binary operators ; and +. The set 
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E of equational laws that S satisfies also were delineated when S first was introduced. 
We showed in Section 3, that a cpo D provides both an ordered operational model and 
an ordered denotational model S. In fact, the two approaches in this case lead to the 
same model. Another way of saying this is that the operational model is compositional 
in the sense of being a homomorphism. 
We also showed in Sections 4 and 5 that D can be extended to an ordered op- 
erational and ordered denotational model for SC, the closed terms of the language S 
extended to include identifiers and recursion operators, .LLX. - for each x E X. And, 
the results of Section 6 imply that this extended denotational model is order ad- 
equate and strongly order fully abstract. But, of course, the extended language SC 
does not satisfy the equational laws E we gave for S when we first introduced the 
example. 
The results of this section allow us to give semantics for the family of closed terms 
S,E of the language S extended as an (SZ,E)-algebra. The difference is that in SC~, the 
operations ; and + are associative, + is commutative and idempotent, ES is an identity 
for ;, 6s is a lefl zero for ; and an identity for +. And, the same model D again 
is both an ordered operational model and an ordered denotational model that is order 
adequate and strongly order fully abstract. This follows since the equational laws we 
assumed for S hold in D. 0 
Example 7.8. We now give a brief discussion of the example languages treated in [8]. 
Recall that Hennessy treats the same simple language MI from three distinct operational 
and denotational points of view. The language has signature z, where 
0 co = {NIL}, 
l Ct = Act, where Act is the set of atomic actions, 
l & = {+}, and 
0 C,=Q)forn>2. 
The set of equations that the algebra satisfies state that 
l + is commutative and associative, and idempotent, 
l NIL is an identity for +. 
HeMessy then introduces three testing pre-orders, each of which gives rise to an 
operational and a related denotational model for the language above. Tests for processes 
- essentially, running processes in parallel with an experimental process that tests for 
a successful outcome - are then devised. If the successful outcome is denoted T, and 
the unsuccessful outcome is denoted I, and if p is a process and e an experimental 
test, then we say 
p MAY e if T is a possible outcome of running p in parallel with e, and 
p MUST e if I a not a possible outcome of running p in parallel with e. 
The three testing pre-orders are defined by 
p &MAY q if and only if, for every test process e, p MAY e implies that q MAY e. 
p &MUST q if and only if, for every test process e, p MUST e implies that q MUST e. 
P CEM q if and only if P CMAY q and P LMUST q. 
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The MA Y pre-order gives rise to the Hoare power domain over {I, T}, the MUST 
pre-order gives rise to the Smyth power domain over {I, T}, and the EM pre-order 
gives rise to the Plotkin power domain over {I, T}. 
Finite acceptance trees fAT, then are defined, and Hennessy shows they can be used 
to give fully abstract models for the simple language defined above in each of the 
testing pre-orders. In particular, for processes p and q, 
(i) p ~~~~ q if and only if fATw[p]dfATw[q], 
(ii) p &,usr q if and only if fATs[p]<fATs[q], 
(iii) p &M q if and only if fAT[p] d fAT[q]. 
where < is a partial order on fAT, and fATs and fATw are the finite acceptance trees 
equipped with the strong partial order and the weak partial order, respectively. 
In order to introduce recursion into the language given above, Hennessy is forced 
essentially to reprove all the results just enumerated for the finitary language for the 
language of closed terms in the extended language with identifiers and recursion oper- 
ators added. 
The approach we have presented applies to this situation to obtain these results 
directly. First, we let Mi/z~~r denote the quotient of Mi by the equivalence relation 
the pre-order &A~ induces, and we endow this quotient with the partial order resulting 
from the pre-order on Mi . Let QWY : Mi + Ml/ ‘MAY be the quotient map. Since 
fATw is a denotational model, the natural map p H fATw[p] is monotone with respect 
to the minimum monotone pre-order on Ml, and so equivalence (i) above shows that 
Lo,.,,, also is monotone. In fact, we can conclude that there is an order isomorphism 
Onn~r(Mi) N fATw(Mi), so that, as with our own example language, the operational 
model is compositional. Now, each of these models can be completed into a cpo (in 
fact, this is how Hennessy obtains his model for the closed terms), and the image of 
the language Mt in each consists of compact elements. It then is routine to show that 
the finiteness conditions are satisfied. Moreover, order adequacy and strong order full 
abstraction also are clear. Thus, Theorem 7.6 implies that models completed to cpo’s 
also have this property. Similar arguments apply for M~/EM(Is~ and M~/EEM. 
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